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Into ·Afrlca

Pop Art
A new exhibit examines the
point of the movement.

A new program allows college
& high school students to spend
the summer in Africa.
Page 5A

Section B

ring enroJlment
wn 1.3 percent
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1g enrollment declined 1.3
from spring 1989 figures,
President Stan Rives
Thursday afternoon.
decrease of 129 students,
1!)66 in the spring of 1989 to
:nt 9,837, reflects an expected decrease
arising from
the new application fee of
$25 and increased admission standards.
decrease over last year is
what we planned when we
admissions for the spring
ter in September 1989,"
said. He noted he was
d enrollment figures
,ed stable compared with
1s figures.
1ning Services spokesper.im Furumo said the new
1ent figures represent the
of students taking classes
1pus only. "The figures for
taking Eastern courses at

Rantoul, Charleston High School
and other off-campus areas will
be out within a week," Furumo
said.
The enrollment figures include
8,758 full-time and 1,079 parttime students. Enrollment figures
for the separate colleges and programs will be available in a few
days, according to Planning
Services.
Seniors represent the largest
class, with 2,419 enrolled for the 1
spring semester. Fresh-men have '
the smallest enrollment figure at
1,966. Juniors rank ~econd at
2,332 and sophomores are a close
third at 2, 183. Graduate student
enrollment for spring is 937 students.
~
Women outnumber men 56.5 }
percent to 43.4 percent. There are i~
'%
fllijJ·
5,556 women compared to 4;281
*
men.
;,Jiii,,,
Minority students represent
£mtm:.
;~\!k.~ .,.,....~;..~~t;,.,::'~~
.~
approximately 7 .2 percent of ~,
enrollment. Afro-American student-enrollme nt is 459; white
Hispanic is 73; Asian-Pacific
A Charleston police officer approaches the scene of a two-car accident Thursday afternoon at the intersection of
Islanders is 50; American Indian
but no further details were available at

.,,

....,..... ,"., .........; ..... ", ..., ..:,.q..

• continued on page 2

Fourth Street and Jackson Avenue. No one was injured in the accident,
press time.
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spring-like weather cons the area experienced
:Sday proved only to be
1rary as temperatures
1eted to the .lowest levels
inth Thursday.
orologist Charles Fenley
Springfield branch of the
al Weather Service said
inches of snow fell on
:ston Thursday, and winds
1g up to 30 miles per hour
to already blustery condiley said a low pressure
moved across Missouri
1esday night, and the cold
at accompanie d the low
ure system brought the
1-fall.
ias Price, a local weather
:rver, said temperatures
to drop as of 3 p.m. Wed1y, and the sudden weather
:e was imminent.
'e were overdue for the
weather," Price said. "Ev1y (in January), the temperbas been above average."
ice also noted the strong
,ibility of a "white out,"
:bcontributes to the .bliz·like atmosphere.
white out occurs when
falls to the ground but (the
') is redistributed by higher
velocity," Price said.
ice said the high temperatWednesday was 57 degrees.
p.m. Thursday, the temper-

..-.. . . .

Not too slick

mperatures·drop 30 degre es

K

.

Alcohol commission
issues still brewing
By ROCHELLE ELLIOTI
Staff writer

ature had dropped to 27 degrees spell," Price said, "but that will
come in time."
and continued to decrease.
According to Fenley, Friday's
Price noted the present tempershould be above
temperatures
.
Dec.
ature is at its lowest since
up to 40
ranging
normal,
19.
Both Fenley and Price agree degrees and remaining so to
the current cold weather won't Sunday. However, Price predicts
the temperature will continue to
last too long.
"There isn't a big build-up of decrease Friday.
high pressure to sustain a cold

Charleston's Alcohol Advisory
Commission held an organizational
meeting Thursday, one day after
Mayor Wayne Lanman issued a
$200 fine and a four-day suspension to a local bar for serving alcohol to minors.
The seven-member commission,
which met in the council chamber
of the city municipal building, 520
Jackson Ave. , was organized last
fall to advise the city council on
alcohol-related issues.
It was emphasized Thursday,
however, that this commission
should be considered an independent body from the city council.
Lanman also emphasized in his
opening remarks that the timing of
Wednesday's E.L. Krackers hearing
had no precedent over this previously planned meeting· and its
emphasis on alcohol.
Krackers was given a four-day
voluntary suspension from serving
alcoholic beverages. This suspension was a result of its role in an
accident which involved four
minors from Indiana State
University which took place in
early November:
Copies of proposed amendments
were issued to commission mem, bers to review and discuss further
at a later meeting.
They are as follows:

••

-~~~

It's a real dilemma.
Herb Steidinger
Charleston Police Chief

• First offense of selling alcohol
to a minor or admitting anyone
under 19 into a bar, the liquor
license holder would receive a fine
of no less than $250 and a threeday suspension of business.
• The second offense fine would
be a minimum of $1,000, and the
establishment would be suspended
for one month.
These regulations are based on a
12-month system from the date of
the first offense to one year from
Jan. 1 to Jan. 1 as in the present
ordinance's.
A problem with private parties
and disturbance of the peace if the
bar entrance age was raised to 21
was discussed by Chief of Police
Herb Steidinger, Lanman and City
Attorney Brian Bower.
The "sale of al<;ohol without a
license is subject to a fee of $500,"
said Bower.

• continued on page 2
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Deb & Deb
Bullw inkle

Carls .on

WE'RE IN THE MONEY , WE'RE
IN THE MONEY ! Well, not DEB &
DEB but Peter Voelz, an associat e
professor of journalis m. Voelz and his
children, Niki, a high school stu{le.nJ and
Andy, a second grader, won first place
along with its reward of $5,000 in a
contest sponsore d by Pal Productio ns,
based in Dayton, Ohio.
What did Voelz and his children do to
get the $5,000 smackaro os, you might
ask? He entered a geography contest, but
this wasn't your average name the "50
states and their capitals ." It was a
geography game and the contest was to
invent a new variety of it. "Over the
summer (he and his) children pfayed
games. We sent in 12 variations and one
of them won first prize," Voelz said.
Voelz found out about the contest
when he bought another game dealing·
Peter Voelz
with geography. Inside the box was the
all information to enter the contest.
"People should learn their geography, and in a game, it's an easy way
to do it," Voelz added, as a matter of fact.
He also advises people who want to enter a contest to enter a
relatively small one.
But, all his new-fou nd wealth was soon to disappea r. Voelz
mentioned he had his roof fixed and after receiving the check from the
company, "two days later we got a bill for the roof. Easy come, easy
go."
A FIRST AT EASTER N! Two students are in the semi-finals for
the Harry S. Truman Scholars hip. The students, Antoinette Spinner,
a sophomo re political science major and Sara Crerar, a sophomo re
english major, happen to be the fjrst students from Eastern to make it to
the semi-finals.
Laurence Thorsen, a political science pro'fessor said, "the scholarship
is a national competit ion and for the last nine years, Eastern has
nominated students for it. (There is a) personal interview in March in
Chicago and those who survive that will receive the scholarship for the
1990-1991 scqool year." .1. ~: ~· •
;. :,, .... . • .•
.' J)y,t of, 1.,200, st~ent&, '2?.0 are pic~eq to.go: tQ th~. semi-fitrnls, and
from those, 110 win- up to $7 ,000. This money pays for tujtion, fees.
room and board for their junior year. The scholarship is renewable for
their senior year.
This scholarsh ip opportun ity is for anyone who is consideri ng a
career in public service in the government, Thorsen said. He added
campus competition for the 1990-1991 school year will be later in the
spring. Only students who will be first or second semester sophomores
in the fall of 1990 can apply.
HAVING PROBLE MS GETTIN G MOTIVA TED? Don't worry
Eastern students because help is on the way. On Jan. 30 at 6:30 p.m. in
McKinn ey Hall's lobby, Kevin Cannon will be speaking on
motivation.
"Although he is not a comedian, he is funny," said Karen Marcotte ,
secretary and treasurer of "McKinney Magic" hall council. "It's about
college students and motivation. He's here to get students motivated,
and it (seems to be) a big problem with college students," Marcotte.
said. The speech should last about an hour and it is open to everyone,
not only McKinney Hall residents. Best of all, it's free!

• Deb & Deb is a weekly column that will appear on page two of The
Daily Eastern News every Friday. It is their own unique attempt to
keep your pulse within the heartbeat of Eastern Illinois University.

o!U~Eastern

AFSCME uni on elec ts new offi cer s

One of Eastern's unions, a local
of the America n Federati on of
State, County and Municip al
Employe es, elected new officers
for its executive positions recently.
Dan Cr'o ss, a sub-forem an in
Lawson Hall, was re-electe d as
president, a position he's held for
five years.
Cross and the other officers
were elected to serve the 194
people in Eastern's local 981. Only
10 of 204 employe es do not
belong to the union.

Weir, a building service work
Andrews Hall.
Jim Thomas was electe
serve a three-ye ar term
accounting procedures.
All other positions are tw
terms:
The executiv e board han
grievanc es, negotiate s con
and generall y represen ts
uniem's building service wo
including cooks, mail cou
locker room attendants and o
Cross said.

Alcohol commission
•frompage 1
and Alaskan native is 13 and
International students is 93.
White, non-Hispanic, enrollment
is 9,149.
Dale Wolf, director of
admissions, said an announcement
concerni ng the closing of
admission for the fall term will be
made Friday morning. "We sent a
letter to high schools throughout
the state informin g them junior
college transfers might be closed
prior to closing new freshman
admissions," Wolf said.

•from page 1
This would be the case for private
parties that violate compliance.
Steidinger said, "We work hand
in glove with the Universi ty
Police" in approach ing these
problems.
"It's a real dilemma," Steidinger
said, when his force can't get the
party hosts to comply, especially
when three officers are sent to each
incident.
The new proposals could affect
homeow ners as well as the

Happy 19th Kelly! ·

tenant(s) and subject the
arrest.
Regulatio ns on students
include:
• If an individua l under l
found in a bar or found to
purchased or accepted alcoh
minimum fine would be at I
$100.
• A pe~on who is found to
used a false or altered id
ification to purchase alcohol
gain entrance into a bar w
receive a minimum fine of$

~arty's
1/ 4 lb. grilled Halibut Fi/et
Sandwic h with chips & pickle

only $2.49
CLAM CHOW DER $1.25
Four o'cloc k club
50¢ Foot Long Hot, Dogs

The wait is over!
No more excuses
Love
Vicki &· Lisa

--------------------------------------

SAT URD AY!

Buy a Miller Product and win
a chance for a valuable prize

Midnig ht Munch ie-3 for $ l Tac

•••~···········································

Happy Birthday Heidi
Will you remember
this one?

The big 21
Love T.P.G.

•
•••
•
•••
•
•••
•
•••
•
•••
•

FR ID AY
PL ED GE NI GH

DELTA SG MA PHI
tonig ht 8:00 p.m .

ia

for more info
call 345-47 31
1705 Ninth St.
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Hot show
Talent show performers
do what they like for 150
By AMY JOBIN
Staff! writer

ldual under 19
pr found to ha
.epted alcohol,
ould be at le

MARK BRILLHART/Staff photographer

•anna Wright (right) dishes out some "Endless Love" for Evette Pearson Thursday night as the two
ers of Zeta Phi Beta lip-sync the Lionel Ritchie-Diana Ross st(lndard in the Martin Lufher King Jr.
· •ersity Union Rathskellar.
1

y's

ormer Eastern student displays paintings at Tarble

'ECIAL

tt f'ilet
pickle

$1.25
b

d win
prize

· $1 Tacos

rHT
HI

I.

An audience of about 150
attended the "Do What You Like"
talent show Thursday night in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union Rathskellar to watch six
student acts perform.
Sponsored for the second consecutive year by Eastern 's Zeta
Phi Beta sorority, the show featured lip syncing, dancing and a
vocal soloist.
"The turnout was pretty good
and things went well," coordinator Lolita Jordan said.
The show opened with the
three captains of Zeta Phi Beta
and Lawrence Tucker singing and
dancing comically to a slow song
called "Don't Be Afraid of the
Way You Feel."
Another comical act was a lip
sync by Karen Slate, introduced
as "Miss Seduction," who flaunted around the stage and ran her
fingers through the gray wig she

was wearing.
The comedy continued as
freshmen Cawana Wright and
Evette Pearson lip synced to the
song "Endless Love" by Lionel
Ritchie and Diana Ross. The two
were a real hit as they sang emotionally to each other, Pearson
dressed as a poor man and Wright
dressed as his homely wife.
The show ended with a vocal
solo by Chris Smith. She captured
the audience as she sang a piece
of strong soul music.
The winner of the show and a
$50 prize was a group called
Swamp Posse. This quintet of
Ricky Davis, Aaron Bell, Kenny
Young, Ron Lewis and Ty CoxBey danced to a rap song by
Wrecks In Effects.
Group member Young said, "I
think it 's an honor, but I don't
think we 're better than anyone
else."
Young added, ·~I think it's nice
that all of us had the chance to
come out and show our talents."

>tern has graduated plenly of
I-known individuals in the past,
included among these greats is
· 1g artist Vrrgil Grotfeldt.
'eldt, whose recent paintings
being exhibited in the Tarble
Center until March 4, graduatim Eastern in 1971 and has
become known as a unique
whose ideas are "spiritual and
"
is art is based on the infinite,"
Milburn Smith, a retired art
her from Champaign who
'eldt student taught with in

1971. "He's a terrific painter whose
ideas know no time or place
because they are universal."
From 2 to 4 p.m. Saturday a
reception for the artist will be held
in Tarble, to which everyone is welcome. At 2 p.m. Sunday, Grotfeldt
will be a part of Tarble's Family
Sampler Sunday where he will present a slide lecture of his work and
the Southwest art scene.
"The person who has probably
had the most influence on my work
is German artist Joseph Beuys
because he shares ideas with me,"
Grotfeldt said. "My work is similar
to his idea in a philosophical way
but it doesn't look like his work.

"(We are) interested in
Shamanism, what the American
Indian calls ' the medicine man,"'
Grotfeldt said. "It describes basically what all my work is about"
Grotfeldt's paintings that are on
exhibit have not been supported or
framed and were done on large
sheets of paper or unstretched canvases.
"All my work is about questions
that represent no answers. You
receive from my work what you
bring to it from your own experiences," Grotfeldt said.
"Virgil's art is full of strong
expressionistic meanings with a
kind of mythological subject mat-

ter," said Eastern art professor Carl
Wilen, who taught Grotfeldt when
he attended Eastern. "His work is
highly unique."
After graduating from Eastern,
Grotfeldt attended graduate school
at Temple University in Philadelphia. Since then his work has been
exhibited throughout the world,
including such places as Mexico
and the Netherlands.
"As a student, Vrrgil was independent and highly imaginative,"
Wilen said. "At the time I sensed he
had determination and drive to be a
painter, and he has exhibited that
from demonstrations over the years.
It takes a long time to become

established in the art field."
"I feel very comfortable with all
my work now," Grotfeldt said.
"When you're a student, you're still
immature, but as you get older, you
formulate ideas in terms of you as
an artist."
"Just the tiniest lucky break
should put him right up there with
the great artists," Smith said.
"The real rewards as a professional artist, though, are the experiences you get and the people you
meet along the way," Grotfeldt said.
In May, Grotfeldt will be doing a
solo exhibition in Houston, while in
December he will go to Yugoslavia
for a group show.

:AA passes new
urse proposals
JENNIFER BEACH ·

ew course proposals received
·oval at the meeting of the Council
!Academic Affairs Thursday.
e first course, a 4000-level speech
unication course called Television
'tcism, will be a critique of television
powerful medium in society and an
lysis of the professional critics of TV.
course will be taught for three credit
1e second proposal involves a series
1urses in the leisure studies departThe' proposals involved changes by
,tate's department of recreation.
,e of the change in requirements,
1partment was allowed to drop a
1rses from its curriculum enabling
add a few courses that are more
:ial to the leisure studies major.
course that was approved is a ·
Therapeutic
·level course,
ion for Selected Populations. The
is designed toward working with
1taged or underprivileged youth.
s would be beneficial to those
1er camp-counseling jobs.
course is a requirement for leisure
majors. It will also be available to
'ho want to take it by permission of
1ctor.
:r classes approved in the leisure
s area are Promotion of Leisure
" Special Topics in Leisure Studies
:campin g for Individuals with
•.•. ~.: ,!.t / /;.'\'l'•.1'·:• .~.o:-. !;,J.·~ ~"/

Harsh weather doesn't affect RHA attendance
Feb. 9.
The organization also discussed plans
it wishes to present to Eastern's Student
Thursday evening's harsh weather didn't Senate.
"We want to challenge Student Senate
deter Eastern's Residence Hall Association
to a co-rec softball game with a traveling
from meeting.
The organization, which plans residence trophy," Biernbaum said. The winner's
hall events and activities, held its weekly name would appear on a trophy which
meeting at Carman Hall and attendance would be passed on to the new winner
each following year.
was high for the second consecutive week.
The semester's new committees and
"I'm happy with the turnout we got, and
I'm excited about our retreat to Turkey chairpersons also were announced
Run ," RHA President John Biernbaum Thursday evening.
New Ideas and Activities will be headsaid. About 40 members signed up for the
trek to the Indiana camping grounds sched- ed by Sandy Micheletti, chairperson, and
· uled for the 'three-day· we·ekend ·beginning·" Nancy· Brifwn; co-chair. Jody Stone will ·
By SUSAN THOMAS

Staff writer

head Student Public Relations. Policy
and Finance will be headed by Sue
Klemme, chair, and Gregg Smith, cochair.
Carman Hall will hold its first event
entitled "Stupid Student Tricks." The
event is scheduled to begin at 6:30 p.m.
on Wednesday. Cas h prizes will be
awarded to three winners.
"Everyone who participates is going to
get a p:rize of some sort," said Resident
Assistant Tony Buscem.
In addition, Tuesday will be bingo
night at Pemberton Hall. The game will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in the hall's food service. '

o!~; Eastern News

OPINION
page
Editorials represent·the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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New text fines
are stiff, but
still purpo seful
Eastern is unique in that its Textbook Rental
Service is one of only 22 in the nation. With
that accompanies a flurry of advantages and
disadvantages - some of which are currently
under debate throughout campus.
Considering some books are used
continually over a period of more more than
two semesters, students face one disadvantage
in that they sometimes punish others by not
returning their texts on
0
time. At the end of each
semester, the Textbook
Rental Service traditionally faces a glut of about
1;600 students who fail to return texts.
As a result, students who need those texts
the following semester suffer; either waiting for
the original text to be returned or for a new
shipment to arrive.
On Dec. 1, 1989, the Textbook Rental
Service Advi5ory Committee addressed that
dilemma by enacting stiffer penalties for the 10
percent of the student body that may be a bit
lackadaisical in returning texts.
Under a previous policy, students who did
not return their texts by the announced
deadlines were fined $2 per text up to a
maximum collettive ~ of $10.
Now students are fined $2 per book and 25
cents per day on late returns, with a maximum
fine of $10 per book instead of the $10
collective fine. For example, a student who
turns in 15 textbooks late could now pay a
maximum of $150, where that student
previously would have paid only $10.
Some label the fee hike unreasonable.
However, considering it traditionally is leveled
against about only 10 percent of the student
body, a 10 percent that sometimes may put the
remaining 90 percent in jeopardy, we believe
the new fines are appropriate.
And considering it has resulted in a 45
percent decrease in uncleared books at the
condusion of last semester is indicative that the
new, stricter fines are working.
Theoretically, the Textbook Library doesn't
have to make a penny off of the new fines - all
students have to do is remember to turn .their
texts in on time.
Then, ultimately, no one suffers.

Bush scores anothe r ..victory in D. C

. .
President George Bush celebrated another victory over
Congress Thursday when the U.S.
Senate failed to follow the House
of Representatives' lead and
override his November veto of the
Pelosi Bill.
The Pelosi Bill would have
provided about 32,000 of the
40,000 Chinese students studying )
in the United States with a waiver "of the two-year home residency Mike
requirement.
Fitzgerald
Basically, the waiver would
have allowed these students to
bypass the rule that states students have to return to
China when their student visas expire and wait two years
before being granted new visas.
Bush vetoed the bill because he thought its passage
would Infuriate the Chinese government and worsen
U.S.-Chlnese relations. So Instead of signing the bill, he
Issued a directive which does virtually the same thing.
So if Bush's directive protects those Chinese students
from repercussions back home, then why did these
students rally and lobby Congress so vigorously for an
override of his veto.
I think they did It because they don't think they can
trust Bush on this matter and because they believe a law
on the books is better than the words of a president.
I can't blame them for their mistrust of Bush
considering that shortly after about 3,000 of their fellow
students back home were massacred in Tiananmen
Square, Bush sent some of his advisers over there.
And then he sent national security adviser Brent
Scowcroft to China In December - a further sign of
cowtowlng to the murderous communist regime.
I think if I were In their place, I also would feel insecure
since Bush could just retract the administrative directive
as easily as he gave It.
I don't think he would though because popular

opinion favors the absolute protection of
students in America. But it is a possibility since
law.
Bush said he doesn't want to worsen U.S.
relations. But he may, in fact, be doing that
actions.
Sure, the Communist leadership In Beijln
welcome this news because it gives them more
the West, particularly in financial aspects.
lhls action may make it easier for Western nati
banks to loan China the money It desperately
help its ailing economy.
For the present, It seems as if Bush may have
off more bad feeling from the Chinese government
killed all of those students In June for their pro-de
demonstrations.
But Bush may actually be hurting future U.S.
relations.
For now, It appears It may be a while before the
any more pro-democracy demonstrations In Beijing
even thoughthe soldiers killed the students, they d
kill the spirit of democracy.
There will come a day when the students,
the working class who have suffered enough u
communist rule, will take to the streets and win
freedoms their brethren died for In June.
It may not be for another t 0, 20 or 50 years, but tt
happen because Communism is a failure as all the
In the Soviet Union and the reform In Eastern E
have proven.
And when it does, some of those new Chinese 1
are going to remember the actions of this govern
a government that is supposed to be the keeper
light of democracy for the world.
They are going to ask why that light was kept
them for so long with the help of Its keeper.

- Mike Fltz.gerald is a senior reporter and a
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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Men are not hanged for stealing

--~----....· · horses, but that horses may not

be stolen.
George Savile
of ~~ .
1912

Marq~~.s.~

Your turn
Eastern breaks into
national television
Dear editor:
Watch for Eastern Illinois on
national television this weekend!
Two weeks ago when ESPN was
running a pre AFC/NFC NFL game
show, It ran a 30-mlnute program
extolling the performances of the
Bud Light Daredevils acrobatic
basketball show. At t t :38, just eight
minutes into the program, a small
sign advertising Lantz Gym and the
Bud Light performance scheduled for
7 :30 that evening appeared on the
screen. The next few minutes, the
background for the flips, bounces,
stunts and baskets was quite
obviously that of Eastern Illinois
University's very own Lantz Gym.
We made national televison. I
watched the rest of the program
waiting for Eastern or another
university to show up with a name or
-so'm e sign of recognition." Ffrially; at ·
about t t :53 the orange and blue and

the arena at the little insignificant
place to our Immediate north
showed up.
But, Eastern Illinois University and
Lantz Gym had been given the
spotlight on national television.
Watch for us again on Super Bowl
weekend or whenever the Bud Light
team show is scheduled again. We
are one of the select few.
We made It!
Lewis H. Coon

E.L. Krackers fine
hardly a punishment
Dear editor:
I'm really outraged by the
outcome of the E.L. Krackers hearing.
I can not comprehend the reasoning
for such a small monetary fine; $200
is just a drop in the bucket. Also, the
suspension from Feb. 9-12 is a long
weekend for Eastern students and
~!)~re won't ):>e, th~~ .i:rany stu.cl~11t, ,
customers around.
This is hardly consi dered a

punishment. The suspension
havebeensetforany weekend
than a time when there Is a holl
I am disappointed In the ma

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern
encourages letters to the edi
concerning any local, sta
national or international issues.
Letters should be contained
less than 350 words.
In order for the letter to
printed, the name of the au
in addition to the author's a
ress and telephone number, m
also be inCiuded.
Anonymous letters will not
printed.
If a letter has more than t
authors, only the names of
first authors will be printed.' ·.
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ain appre ·
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mate Sec
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rganization offers value of African culture

!e before there
/>ns In Beijing,
lents, they did

Operation Crossroads Africa Inc. is
1viding college and high school stu1ts with an opportunity to spend the
1er in Africa or the Caribbean.
Operation Crossroads is a non-profit
:anization founded in l 958, with the
1ose of arranging opportunities for
1ericans to live or visit Africa.
"This is an opportunity for Americans
·gain appreciation of African Culture,
an understanding of their heritage,"
'id Audrey T. Edwards, director of the
:mate Secondary Education Program.
There are openings available for stut participants to spend six to eight
eks in Africa or the Caribbean. A

leader and the participants will spend the
the visit working on small-scale projects
iri an African or Caribbean village.
Students will mainly engage in construction work, Edwards said. But they
can aid in archeological, medical, conservational and educational work. In addition, game reserves and animal husbandry are options. A very popular area
to work in is sports and recreation,
Edwards added.
"The African people love to learn how
to play soccer," Edwards said.
Students will remain and work in the
same village for the first five to six
weeks, and spend the d.uration of their
trip traveling around Africa.
The cost of the trip is $3,200, which
includes room l!nd board, round-trip air-

fare and traveling expenses in and around
Africa.
Edwards said a lot of students raise the
money through community donations,
with the promise to come back and speak
about their experiences once the student
returns.
Others rais~ money by holding bake
sales and car washes, she added.
Scholarships are available from Operation Crossroads. The application deadlines
for the trips are Feb. 15 for Africa and
March 1 for the Caribbean.
"I was a leader on one of the trips to
Africa," Edwards said. " It was exhaustive
and very educational. It is a lot of work,
but it is a valuable opportunity." She
added, "You learn to see things from a different point of view. The trip is worth the

work."
Operation Crossroads is also providing
applications for the "James H. Robinson"
Internship Program. The internship gives
minority graduate students an opportunity
to gain valuable experience working with
private volunteer groups in Africa for nine
to 12 months.
The application deadline for the minority
graduate internship in Feb. 15.
"This is a great chance for students to
share in an exchange of culture, I hope they
take advantage of this opportunity,"
Edwards said.
For more information contact Audrey
Edwards at 5931 . For applications contact:
Operation Crossroads, 475 Riverside DR.,
Suite 916, New York, 1011 5. Or phone
(212) 870-2210.

IDS tests
rofessor questions
ccuracy, necessity
ilf Kent Baldner, an assistant
'1losophy professor, were a bet1g man, he probably wouldn't
his money on the accuracy of
1S tests.
1d Baldner didn't recommend
1one else to put their money
the tests, either. Baldner
ssed the question "Is Testing
AIDS a Good Idea" at a faculminar Thursday.
iBaldner began by describing
at AIDS testing involves.
.IS A, Enzyme-Li nked Imoabsorbant Assay, is .a
:ener to see if a person has
exposed to the AIDS virus.
test runs about $10 to $20.
*If the res ults are positiv e,
1ther test is conducted. T his

screener, Western Blot, is $80 to
$90 more."
Baldner said the results are not
completely accurate. "In fact a
person can come out of this test
positive, but still not carry the
virus. Our money, used for all
these tests would prove to be not
very useful."
Baldner questioned if money
should be spent on testing that
may be useless. "If we spent that
money on education to prevent
AIDS, maybe we would not need
to be spending this money on
tests that we cannot really benefit
from," Baldner said._
Some population groups may . ·
not even need the tests, Baldner
noted. The predictive value of the
KEN TREVARTHAN/Stalf photographer
tests is lower in a midwest state,
as compared to a drug abusing Kent Baldner (right), assistant professor of philosophy, questions the accuracy and necessity of AIDS testing
society.
Thursday during a facu lty seminar held in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
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Citizens
1inst a Radioactive Dump in
k County are hoping a Sat.y chili supper will wok up
e fu nds to pay consultant
possible legal fees.
e chili supper, with all you
eat chili dogs, dessert and
k for $3, will be held from 4
8 p.m. in the Home Extension
'!ding in Marshall.
'.oncerned Citizens, an uninorated non-profit organizacreated to inform all citi 1s of the dangers of a radioacdump, is committed to rais$8 ,000 to pay geo lo g ist
'les Norris' fees, said Kana
·11, the supper's organizer.
orris is the geologist who
uncovered the fluctuating
:r and geological problems

~y\or

at the proposed Martinsville site
for a radioactive waste dump by
eval uating l 988 data of IDNS
reports, said Concerned Citizen
Priscilla Wieck.
Wieck said t he Concerned
Citizens is continuing its, association with Norris because the
Illinois Department of Nuclear
Safety, the Clark County Economic Development Corporation
and the Martinsville City Council are still determined to try to
place a radioactive dump in
Clark County, she said.
Norris is a graduate assistant
at th e University of Illinois
working toward his doctorate.
Wieck said the group has to
prepare financially for the IDNS
investigation scheduled for
March, but the supper also will
be held for other reasons.
"This is one of the only ways
we can get all of us together,"

Morrill said. "There is a world
of us (d ump op ponen ts) out
there, and this will get everybody involved.
"We will have a barrel of
fun," said Morrill, who lives a
half mile from Martinsville.
A white elephant auction is
also on the agenda for 6 p.m.,
Morrill said. She added she
hopes for about 250-300 people
to attend the event and for it to
be as successful as past fund raisers.
During the summer, a beef
roast was held for the same purpose and more than $2,000 was
made .
Three other fundraisers have
been scheduled to occur before
the investigation. There will be
a ham and bean supper on Feb.
3 in Casey and other fundraisers
on Feb. 12 and in early March.

Hall to sponsor food bonanza

ENSTROM

students and faculty are
to sample the food of some

'leston 's various eateries
4:30 and 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Hall Food Service.
:ral local restaurants have
to participate in the "Taste
1r," an event aimed at familEastem students with local
:ses and at benefiting those
:sses, said Julie St. Peters,
~ident of hall programming
iJor.

Each business will have a booth
set up allowing students and faculty
to pick and chose which delicacies
they want to sample.
A fee will be charged to sample
the delicacies, however students
and faculty can expect to purchase
items at cheaper prices than those
found on the menus.
Businesses were asked to reduce
their prices and offer specials for
those attending, St. Peter said.
Last year, Domino's, Little
Caesar's, China '88 and Mattoon's
Pepsi-Cola Bottlers were among 14
businesses which participated.

This year, in order to stimulate
the students' curiosity, St. Peters
has chosen not to reveal the participants.
Approximately 600 students and
faculty members attended "Taste of
Taylor" last year and St. Peter is
expecting just as many to attend
despite the conflict in times with
the Super Bowl, also set for Sunday
night. .
St. Peter attributes her optimistic
attitude toward last year's turnout
to this year's catchy slogan, "Come
try what Charleston food establishments have to offer."

New return laws

involve students
By JILL MADSEN
Staff writer

When preparing state and federal income tax returns, students
must be aware of more than just
the April 16 filing deadline.
Kris Zini , public affairs officer for the Internal R even u e
SeHice office in Springfield,
said there are no new forms that
students should be aware of, but
two new tax laws do apply to
students.
The age limit for student
dependents has changed, Zini
said. In 1989 parents could claim
exemptions for their children if
they were full-time college students earning less than $2,000
annually.
Full-time students may now
only be claimed by their parents if
they are under 24 years of age and
have an annual income of less
than $2,000, Zini said.
Married students who claim
dependent children older than two
years of age must now include the
dependent's social security number on the claim, Zini said.
Mary Ellen Bryden, a tax preparer for H & R Block, said students should also be aware that
not all educational expenses are
tax deductible.
"The amount of money that
pays for tuition, books and lab
fees is non-taxable. Money, even
from academic scholarships, that

goes toward housing ~nd other
personal expenses is not tax
deductible," Bryden said.
Both Zini and Bryden agreed
the complexity of the return and
the student's peace of mind
should be the deciding factors
when choosing whether to seek
professional help in filing an
income tax return.
"It's really a matter of choice,"
Zini said.
Professional tax preparers are
not the only assistance available
to students with questions regarding their income tax returns. For
information regarding state tax
questions, students can call 1800-732-8866. State income tax
forms are available in the Coles
County Clerk's Office at the
courthouse on the Charleston
square, at the Charleston Public
Library, 712 Sixth St., or by calling 1-800-624-2459.
To request federal tax forms or
to get information on proper filing
procedures, students can call 1800-424- l 040.
Zini said students should allow
at least six to eight weeks for a
properly prepared claim to be
returned.
The only way to speed up the
process is to electronically file the
claim through a professional tax
preparer, which cuts the waiting
time by three to four weeks, Zini
said.
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Williams offers 'open door'
By PHILLIP LAIRD
Administration editor

Students experiencing problems
with housing, financial aid, placement after graduation or any other
problems associated with student
life have a friend in the Office for
Student Affairs.
Glenn Williams, Eastern's vice
president for Student Affairs, said
his door is always open to students. "All Eastern has to offer is
service," Williams said. "I'm paid
by the state to provide that service
to the students."
Student Affairs offers a wide
variety of services to Eastern students, which begin when a student
applies for admission. But
Williams said services don't end
when a student graduates.
"Whenever someone attends
Eastern, we try to provide services
for an extended period of time
after graduation," Williams
explained. He said this could be
assistance with job placement,
counseling about career moves, or
consulting with appropriate educators concerning job skill
changes.
Williams said he views Eastern
as a family unit. "What I mean by
that is that Eastern is an institution
that promotes individuality, provides personalized service according to individual needs and lets
students know that we really
care," he explained.
Eastern President Stan Rives
agreed with Williams' view of the
family unit.
,
"I hope the university has the
same care and concern for the students as family members do," he
said.
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FRI/SAT NITE 7:15 AND 9:30
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:15

Glenn Williams
The idea of family is extended
beyond students at Eastern to
include administrative staff at the
university. This fact is very apparent in Student Affairs.
The Undergraduate Catalogue
for 1989-90 lists 47 administrative
staff under the vice president for
Student Affairs. That number
includes 26 Eastern graduates,
including Lou Hencken, Eastern's
housing director; and University
Police Chief Tom Larson.
Financial Aids, which comes
under Williams' leadership is
completely staffed by Eastern
graduates. Residence hall administrators include seven Eastern
graduates and one non-Eastern
graduate.
Williams said that individualized services set Eastern apart
from other universities. "A student can go to college and get a
good education," Williams said.
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SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:00

"But we have students come
back five or more years after graduation and seek our help," he
added. Williams said one student
still contacts him after 14 years.
Williams quoted five characteristics of a university community
from an article by Ernest Boyer of
the American Council on Education. The article is entitled In
Search of Community.
According to Boyer, a university must be purposeful, where students and faculty work together.
Williams said this is found at
Eastern where students are
encouraged to mingle with faculty
and work with them on committees.
Boyer wrote that a university
must also be just, where "individual dignity and equal opportunity
is affirmed for all."
Williams said he really believes
in the third characteristic Boyer
lists: that a university is a community where freedom of expression
is uncompromised.
"I don't always agree with The
Daily Eastern News," Williams
said. "But I believe there is no
room for me to try to hold it
back."
Boyer said the fourth characteristic is an extension of free expression. "A university is, necessarily,
a disciplined community where
well-defined procedures guide
behavior for the common good."
Williams said the final characteristic listed by Boyer is the
whole key to the university family. "A college is a caring community where service to others is
encouraged."
"That's what we try to provide
our students," Williams said.
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COME TRY WHAT CHARLESTON FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS HAVE TO OFFER

Candy and Kisses
• Cards Red hot to
Sentimental &
Sweet

ABOUT THE JOY OF
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$5.95
$7.95 $9.95 $11.95
ColDe and see each bouquet or
create your own

SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:45 AND 7:15

. BEING AUVE.1t's moving, fun and wise. Everyone who.loves a dad

IACK LEMMON
TED DANSON

TAYLOR HALL

Large selection of other sweetheart gifts

•· SuperS.ver and MorltGoer Ueketa are!

PM ror thla film.

.91~ rfa.1~1i~5 CHRISTMAS
.
IPGI
VACATION
FRI/SAT NITE 4:45, 7:15 ANO 9:30

FRI/SAT NITE 4:30, 700 AND 9:15
SAT/SUN MATINEE 200 PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:30 AND 700

The Delta Tau Delta Fraternity is
organizing a Winter Olympics program to raise funds for the Central
Illinois Chapter of The Make a
Wish Foundation.
The Winter Olympics program,
organized by Delta Tau Delta, will
consist of a volleyball game that
will take place at 9 a.m. Sunday at
the Delta Tau Delta fraternity house

at 1707 Ninth St.
Members of different sor
will be competing against
another in a double elimin
tournament.
Delta Tau Delta hopes· to
the support of a majorit
Eastern's fraternities and soro ·
Jim Large, Delta Tau De
community service chair, said
events are not so much for co
tion, "but to get people aware
out there doing something."
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and Delivery
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By STACEY DUNN
Staff writer
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To be a hip and well-informed college
student. .. read Tbe Daily Eastern News
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Israeli planes attack
Palestinian bases

ease-fire
ached on
oviet front
OSCOW (AP) - Warring
inalists agreed Thursday to a
-fire along one of the tense
lefronts of the bloody conflict
·een Armenia and Azerbaijan,
said.
'he announcement came as
ltic activists, worried that the
:pute might affect their own
eful push for independence,
·ed to help mediate the blood
d between Armenia and
rbaijan.
, which has ethnic and relius ties to Azerbaijan, also
d to help settle the crisis.
here were fewer reports of
,ting Thursday. Tass said life

was retummg to
the Azerbaijani capital that was
the scene of much of the violence.
During talks in the Armenian
town of Yeraskl:le, representatives
of the Armenian All-National
Movement and the People's Front
of Nakhichevan agreed to lay
down their weapons, the Soviet
news agency said.
"According to the agreement ...
along the entire border between
Armenia and the Nakhichevan

of fire between opposing informal
groups must stop," Tass said.
Nakhichevan is culturally and
politically a part of Azerbaijan,
although it is physically separated
from the republic by Armenia,
which lies on its northern border.
It is bounded by Iran on the south
and a small section in the west
borders Turkey.
Tass did not say whether the
truce was holding.

edical ·students report abuse

.!

CAGO (AP) - Becoming a
tor carries a high price in
than just money - at least
-fifths of medical students in
new studies said they had
'fered abuse ranging from
ling to blows - by patients,
lty or peers.
"It's a lot like child abuse,"
Dr. DeWitt Baldwin, who
·ects medical education reh for the American Medical
:sociation. "We knew it was
, but we somehow couldn't
:ve it.

jected t6 inappropriately nasty or
hostile behavior, the researchers
reported.
More alarming, 24 percent of
the students said they had been
physically threatened, most frequently by patients, and 16 percent said they'd _a ctually been
physically abused - either
slapped, kicked, hit or had things
thrown at them.
Most women students, 81 percent, said they had been subject to
sexism, most often by clinical
faculty and residents or interns.

"We didn't talk about it. We
didn't think about it," said
Baldwin, who co-wrote one of the
two studies in Friday's Journal of
the American Medical Association.
In their survey of 75 third-year
medical students, 85 percent said
they had been "yelled or shouted
at" at least once during training,
wrote Baldwin and researchers at
the University of South Florida in
Tampa.
The same percentage also said
they had been humiliated or sub-
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The raid came five days after
guerrillas shot and killed Col.
Yitzhak Rahimov in Israel's self~
proclaimed security zone. He was
the highest-ranking Israeli officer
to be killed in Lebanon since
Israel withdrew the bulk of its
forces in 1985.
Fatah-RC claimed responsibilty
for the attack at the village of
Yaron, one mile north of the international border.
A communique from Abu
Nida! 's group later said the attack
was only the first step in Israel's
retaliation for the death of the
Israeli colonel.
"This is not the retaliation," the
communique said of Thursday's
attack. "This is only the beginning of the retaliation.
There will be more attacks
soon." Abu Nida!, the nom de
guerre of Sabri al-Banna, split
with Yasser Arafat's mainstream
Fatah faction of the Palestine
Liberation Organization in 1973.
He has been blamed for numerous
terrorist attacks in Europe and the
Middle East.
The raid was Israel's third on
Lebanon this year.
At least seven people were
killed and 18 wounded in Israel's
first and second attacks against
bases of the pro-Iranian Hez-bollah, or Party of God, and a
Palestinian radio station.

.
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SIDON, Lebanon (AP) - Israeli
warplanes blasted bases of three
Palestinian guerrilla groups in
south Lebanon on Thursday in
apparent retaliation for the killing
of an Israeli colonel in a guerrilla
ambush, police said.
One man was killed and three
people were wounded, they said.
A formation of four jets fired
16 rockets in two sorties on bases
of the Fatah-Revolutiona ry
Council led by terrorist mastermind Abu Nidal, the Palestine
Liberation Front and the Popular
Front for the Liberation of
Palestine headed by George
Habash.
Israeli military officials declined comment.
The bases in Kfar Jarra, the
Majdalyoun Valley and Mrah elHbas respectively, are clustered in
an area about a mile away from
hilltop villages controlled by the
Israeli-backed South Lebanon
Army IO miles east of Sidon.
An official of the pro-Syrian,
Marxist PLF of Talaat Yacoub
said the dead man belonged to his
group.
An official of Fatah-RC said
the radical faction suffered no
casualties.
"We vacated our bases Sunday
in anticir ltion of an Israeli attack
after the heroic operation at
Yaroun," the officiat said.
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1600 Lincoln 345-3400
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Report errors immediately at 581-2812. C
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless n
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p .m . previous

~rvices Offered

ClAdoption

ClForRent

crt.ost & Found

ClForRent

"MY SECRETARY" Resumes ,
papers, letters, and more. Next to
Monicals. 903 18th St. 345-1150
9-5.

ADOPTION Educated couple in
early 30's wish to adopt an infant
or toddler. We'll give love, security and a rural life . Call our
Attorney collect (217) 352-8037
Tom & Denise
.- , - - - - - - - - - 1 / 3 1
Happily married couple seeking
to adopt an infant . We offer a
warm , loving home and secure
future for a baby. We are responsible, caring people wanting to
share our love with a much-wanted baby. Please call our attorney
collect (217) 352-8037 or call us
collect (309) 745-3877. We hope
to hear from you , Charlie and
Sally
_ _ __ _ __ ___.2/9
ADOPTION : You have given your
baby the gift of life. Let me fill that
life with love, laughter, and opportunity. A secure and happy home
awaits the bab y I am lucky
enough to adopt. Medical/legal
paid. Please call my attorney collect at: (217) 352-1800 Beth.
1 ~6
'

Female Subleaser needed to
share house w/3 girls. Close ·t o
campus. $137.50 per month. Call
Ellen at 345-6179.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1~6
Subleaser needed immediately!
Nice, clean, 1 1/2 bedroom apt.
$175/month . 348-5386 after 5:00
p.m.
.,-----,--,-----..,.--1126
Apt. or sleeping room for male.
NOW Share kitchen, bath. Quiet
neighborhood, near campus 3453771 . Leave name, no .. or
request appt. time.
.---,,--,--,------1/26
Large 2 bedroom apartment.
Male roommate needed immediately for Spring semester.
$143/month 2 blocks south o (
campus. Call 345-7116 or 5813186.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
Experience Apt. life this summer!
2 or 3 subleasers needed at Park
Place Balcony, A/C, parking. Call
Dave, Bryan, Scott at 345-7416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
Female Subleasor needed immediately ! Own Room , many lu xuries ., 150/month. Call Lynn 3457364.
c-----c---ca1/26,29,30,31
Nice , close to campus, furnished
houses for 1990-91 school year.
Two people per bedroom , 101 /2
month lease , $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.

Missing - Denim Jacket from
Panthers Friday 1/19: probably
picked up by accident. Cash
reward for return. Call 581-2470.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
FOUND: Dhana Dee Wheeler
pick up your wallet at the DEN.
Call 581-2812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/29
FOUND: Women's boots - size 9
- Brainard House. Call 3313 to
identify. Ask for Fran or Kac.

RUSH TKE! RUSH TKE!
PLEDGES AND ACTIVES GET
READY FOR THE SEMESTER.
TKE HOUSE 8:00! WORD!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Tonight!! T.G.1.F. on Top of Roe's
(Page One) $3 .00/$3.50 cover.
Doors open at 9 :00. See you
there!
- - - - - - - - -1/26
Interested in doing your own
Student Teaching down south
during Fall '90? Call evenings
348-8356.
---------~212
Juan Valdez, Good Luck running
at U of I this weekend. Kim.
1/26

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5n

Need a paper typed quickly,
accurately, and inexpensively?
Then call EXPRESS TYPING
now! 581-5748 Ask for Julie.
_ _ _ _ca1 /17, 19,24,26 212
Papers Typed - Laser Printer
$1 .00/page - same day service
possible - rates may vary - 2586840.
~~~~ca1 /1 9,26 212,9, 16,23
CHARLESTON COPY-X, 207
Lincoln, 345 -6313. RESUMES ,
Resumes packages, typing ,
copies , typesetting, much more LOW PRICES, large selection of
paper.
--~----00
Need
a
paper
typed?
Professional typ ing, only $1 per
pa ge . Call 58 1-2208. Ask for
Vicki. Please notify in advance.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca1 /26,29,30

~elpWanted

~ForRent

Looking for a fraternity, sorority or
student organization that would
like to make $500 • $1 ,000 for a
one week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and
hardworking. Call Beverly or Myra
at (800) 592-212 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1122,29,
McDonald's on Lincoln looking for
people to work M.W.F. during 9-5.
Previous experience with restaurant employment a plus. Apply in
person today. $3.90 start.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

For Fall 1990-1, 2,3 and 4 bedroom houses and apartments. All
1 block from campus. Call 3456621 or 348-8349.
~--------M , W, F 00
Quiet 1 bedroom fyrnished apartnient. Near Square. Utilities paid.
Call
345- 4336 . Available
Immediately.
~For Sale
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
Fall - Apt tor non-smoking males,
near sou!" campus. 345-3772 .
FOR SALE 1987 RED HONDA
Leave name. no . A!so available
ELITE SCOOTER. Low mileage,
summer.
runs great, price negotiable. 345~Wanted
1/26
9523 ask for John.
TWO
BEDROOM
HOUSE
1/26
70T=T=E=N
A
-coT=1-=o_,-N.,-- -=G_..,O,..,V-coE
=R
=N,.,.M,-,-E NT
UNFURNISHED ATTACHED
MA RR IED OR SINGLE WOMEN
GARAGE . EXTRA LARGE LOT.
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).
WI TH CHILDRE N NEEDED AS
QUIET AREA. SELL OR RENT.
Delinquent
tax
property.
SU RROG~TE MOTHERS FOR
345-4846.
Repossessions. Call 1 (602) 838COUPLES UNABLE TO HAVE CHIL_ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _2/2
8885.
DREN. CONCEP TION TO BE BY
SUBLEASER WANTED FOR
ARTIFIC IAL
INSEMINATION .
---------~2/2
SPRING - roommaie housebroGOLF CLUBS , SETS, BAGS,
PLEASE STATE YO UR FEE. CONken.
$100
O.B.O.
includes
water.
CART,
BALLS , ACCESSORIES.
TACT. IN FERTILITY CENTER OF
".-ALL AT WHOLESALE PRICES .
NEW YORK, 14 E. 60TH STREET, ''.Close to carhp\Js. Call 348-8782.
ALL GUARAN~EED. •CALL
STE. 1204, NY NY, :10022'.' >f:Soo-~-c'-o--~----1/26
Large, 2 bedroom apt. , partially
MICHAEL. 348-8782.
521-1 539 OR 1-2 12-317-0811 MAY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
furnished , 2 blocks from
CALL COLLECT. ALL RESPONSES
Charleston Square . Available
Washburn Explorer electric guitar
CONFIDENTIAL.
now. Call 345-2784.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/13
with Crate amplifier. Nice. $450.
Call 349 -8925 evenings after
Wanted to buy Albums, 45's 78
~--~-----1 /26
Unique furnished apartment for
5:00.
Call 348-0898, Mornings.
______oo Wed. 4111 summer/fall two blocks from _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/26
Buzzard for 2-4 people .
~Lost & Found
~oommates
Reasonable rent. Call 345-2784.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Beat the Rush for 90 -91 . One
LOST: Black long-haired male cat
Roommate needed for Park
with red collar in vicinity of 10th
Place. Great location. Call Bret a• bedroom apartment. Perfect for
two,
near
campus
345-2416.
St. If found , call 348-5014.
348-5293 or 834-3035 weekends.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
1/29
1/26

~~=-=----,----1/29

FOUND : Black and white young
dog. Well-behaved. Call the DEN
or 345-3940.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

~Announcements

A
_N
_
D_
W_
A_S
~U-R_R
_A
_T_T--CON -

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call (1) 805687-6000 ext. GH-9997 for current repo list.

S~P-R-IN_G_B_R_E_A_K_

5J5f.. m. Z's Hair Design , 345-

__________ 5n

__D_A_Y_T_O
-~;

PENRODS (best hotel in FLA),4
BARS (rock, disco, poolside, reggae), 142.00 (hotel for 8 days , 7
nights) CALL VINCE 348-0468.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
SPRING BREAK TO CANCUN,
BAHAMAS , BERMUDA , RIO ,
ETC. LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! CALL CURT AT 3456683.
1126 '
M
cS
~p-la
_s_
h_K
_a
_p_
s_
: -To
_ m_y_o-th- er 38
babies! I hope this week was as
special for you as it couid be! I
love you! Sig Kap Love and mine,
Melind (W.l.M.)
-~~~~----1 /26
HEY GEORGE - 1-4-3-4!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
TUTOR YOUR CHILDREN. CERTIFIES K - 9 ELEMENTARY ED.
.GRADUATE STUDENT.- WILL
TUTOR YOUR HDUS~ OR
MINE. EXPERIENCED. CALL
345-1090.
~--~---~-1/29
Time 's getting close! Can you
bare another minute? Just call for
the details about fun times at
DaY1ona Beach . Call: Brian Lane
or Thomas Liggett at 345-9532.
~-,-,.,~--=-=~~~~~1 /26
DIANNE STRUFE TURNS 50
MONDAY. Wish her a Happy
Birthday this weekend - Call 3451353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

Friday's

ca1 /26211 ,8,15,22
Heidi Roderick - We can hit
Gateway before or after we get
our new licenses . Tomorrow is
going to be a party we probably
will not remember. Happy 21st
Birthday! Love, Elizabeth.
1/26
LISA B.: You 're the best Sig Kap
daughter in the world! I'm here if
you need me and even if you
don't. I LOVE YA! Melinda.
1/26
MAKE AN EXTRA $1000 - ? of
immediate income a month pi t or
flt. Looking for money motivated,
aggressive individuals to work for
the #1 Company it its field . Call
Bill Holderby 1 (800) 458-8987.
1/30

Happy Birthday Tracy "P
Hammett. I hope your
memorable and reme
Love, Candice.
SPRiNG BREAK- Dayton
Total $209.00 - Guarani
est- Go with the most
on campus - Great H
Hosted by MTV - Call Brei
5517 or Monica 581-3335 •
find out the real story
small , Purple Thunde
"MOTEL''.
Amy, Have a wonderful t
Birthday! Love, Darrel.
Liz Derter - Congratulatio
getting lavaliered to Tim Tu ·
Lambda Chi Alpha-! Love,
PHI SIG sisters.
Jennifer
Hurckes
Congratulations on getting I
liered to rick Lichner of Sig
Love, your PH I SIG sisters.
1
To the men of LAMBDA
ALPHA - We can't wait to
pledge/A.M. night with you
See you tonight! Love, the L
of PHI SIGMA SIGMA.

~--==--=-=~----,.'

PHI SIG IOTAS - Hope you
great week, and have an
better weekend ! Love,
Actives.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ !
BABY DOLL , CONGRATU
TIONS , IT'S THE LAST D
YOU'VE DONE AN EXCELL
JOB! GOOD LUCK TONIG
LOVE, JACK.

26 Roll-shaped
cloud
1 Kernel's spot
30 Queen killed by
4 Cardigan size :
an asp
Abbr.
31 Belgian
7Bridle
Surrealist:
attachment
1860-1949
33 0.0 E.'s
11 Actor Vigoda
predecessor
12 Like the worst of
34 Most astute
pittances
37 Fill again, as a
1s Soprano Motto
peashooter
16 Reptiles
39Boa18"-Help
41 Puckered fabric
Singing," 1944
43 "There - - in
song
the bush ":
19 Route: Abbr.
Yarronton
46Chit
20 "Ma, He's
Making Eyes
47 Bone: Comb.
- , " 1921
form
song
'9 Brief look
22 U.S.N . rank
50 Helmet's
under captain
nosepiece

Sue:

Ju

~

....c
Ea~

(

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE N

·-··Sf
SOUTH PJIDIE ISIJIND """Sf
5 OR 7 NIGHTS
STEAMBOAT
,,Sf
DllYTON.11
BUCH
7 NIG HTS

Apartment
Rentals

2. S Or? 7 NIGHTS

FOIT IJIUDEIDAU
7 NICHTS

"~ Sf

HILFOll HEAD ISIJINO " • If
7 NIGHTS

348-7746

tolPUS CHRISTI I
MUS1UC ISIJllfD
5 OR 7 NIGHTS

CALL 10lL FREP TODAY

1·800·321·59t

9:00-5:00 pm

M-F

Len
Circ/E
One

The Dally Eastern News

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

For Sale

GRATS ON GETTING INTO SIU!
MY LOSS IS BRETT'S GAIN.
LET'S HAVE FUN 'TIL WE'RE
DONE. I LOVE YA, SHELBIE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
PARTY!! Tonight on Top of Page
One (Roes) Good Tunes , Good
Beer, Good Times! Use alley door
entrance. T.G .1.F.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
FRIDAY SPECIAL: Guys haircut
$7.00 Every Friday only, through
2/23. Ask for Julie or Lisa 1O a.m.

Quick Cash . Highest prices paid
for class rings , gold jewelry-diam ond s, gold & silver coinsBaseball cards. Most anything of
value. Call 348-1011 Pawn shop
518 6th St.

F

Classified Ad Form
Name:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----;

52 Star clusters
55 F.D.R. 's New

, Address:

.......

-------------~--

Phone : _ _ _ _ _~

57 Nigerian bigwigs
58 Pay attention
61 Sympathizer with
the C.S.A
66 Like a
groundless
rumor
67 Belong
68 NOW objective
89 Duct droplet
70Adherent
71 Part of A.R.C.

Dates to run

- - - - - - - -- - - - - --

Ad to read:

DOWN
1 Machine part
2 Japanese sash
3 Actress Barbara
-Geddes
4 Pravda founder
5Most
magnificent
I Comic-strip
character
7 Fast-moving
reptile
I Alfonso's queen
I Hostel ·
10--Turner,
Styron hero
12 River in Russia
13-- Tower,
Chicago
'14 Sound seeking
silence
17 Oriental robes
21 French director
of finances :

1703,8 .

--

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only)_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ _ ,
no. words/days

22 Ovid's 300
23 Biographer
Winslow
24 Chinese
expounder of
Confucianism
25 Diary jottings
27 Hymn tunes
28 Dos Passos
trilogy
29 Norm: Abbr.
32 Killer whale
35 Bootmaker's
concern

38 Readings on
compasses
38 Somewhat like
an anaconda
40 Protium and
tritium, e.g.
41 It's often rolling
in dough
42Mauna-44 Kipling classic
458ad--,
German spa
48 Hawk's claw
51 Puff (viper)

53 First German
president
54Uncommon
se Hero of a Handel
serenata
58 Broadway
success
59 Dutch city
80 Guido's high
note
62 Key letter
83 Poet's "always"
14 Exist
II Pop

Payment:

D

Amount due:$ _ _ _ _ ,
Cash

D

Check

D

Credit

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word
each con?ecutive day thereafter. Students with vaild ID
cents per word first day. 1O cents per word each con
tive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.

Deadline 2 p.m. previous day-No exceptions
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or In bad taste.

c

.HOCKEY
LOR HALL
4:30-6:30
ishments
OCIATIO
ation Jan
nd right!
ISTIAN C
hip at 10:
n Hall. C<
!GATORS
eston Roe

Friday's

Classified ads

Sale

»ay Tracy "PUNCH
hope your 19th
and remember
~e.

b----.,.._,-1
I a wonderful 1
e, Darrel.
1
c
Congratulations
ered to Tim Turpin
Alpha-! Love, y

I

irs.

'Announcements
•·Sigma Pledges : It's been a
week, but it's almost over.
hand in there! Love, Jim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
1ANNE BOUSKY · KRACK·
'$ MISTAKE . I REALLY
•OFED. IF YOU GIVE ME
, I'll SHOW YOU PROOF.
•ATMAN.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
· iEY · Thanks for always being
re for me. You are the
t! Your ONE and ONLY!
,......,~-~--,---1/26

,VIS P. We Can't Go on togeth·
with suspicious minds! Please
me come back to Graceland ·
be good - I promise! Love,
·~1a.

_________ 1/26

,___ _ _ __ 1

of LAMBDA C
can 't wait to ha
ight with you gu
ght! Love, the Lad
SIGMA.

c

1

~Announcements

ctAnnouncements

Tonya, Your Mom and Dad miss
you and hope you have a great
21st Birthday. We love you!!
__________ 1/26
KRISTIN DABROWSKI, I-week's
almost over. Initiation tomorrow •
YEA! We'll party ALL night! Love
ya Kiddo!! Michelle.
__________ 1/26
Scronya, Happy 21st Birthday
DUDE! Look out on Saturday
because you are in trouble! Love,
Your Samsonite Roomies.
,,-----.,,-=-"'~,.,..,...,.,...,....,_,_,,1 /26
Come to BROADWAY JOE'S
Super Bowl Party · 2 WIDE
SCREEN T.V.'S - Free food &
Prizes. Open NOON ·1AM • 1412
Broadway, Mattoon.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

Anne: I know classes are hard,
but you will get through. Also, I
will miss you this weekend. Love,
Timmy.
1/26
S-U~P=E~R~B-O~W-L-B~A~S~H-2-Wide

Screen T.V.'s ·free food & prizes.
BROADWAY JOE'S. NOON·1AM
• 1412 Broadway- Mattoon.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Jennifer Hurckes and Rick
Llchner: Congratulations on getting lavalieredll Phi Sig love and
mine · Julie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
DON'T MISS BRAD ELVIS AT
TED 'S TONITE IN THE "BIG
HELLO" FORMERLY OF THE
"ELVIS BROS"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Just complete form and
Mail with payment to:
Student Publications,
Buzzard North Gym,
Eastern Illinois University,
Charleston, IL 61920

Length of Subscription
Circle

One

$24
Summer '90 .

$10
Fall '90

$24
$44

Correct
notifier!,
ad
day.

January 26, t 990 9A .

~Announcements
HEY SHELLY BURT·
MISS TALKING TO YOU,
WON 'T BE TOO
LONGER NOW. "GOOD
TO YOU, AND ALL
PLEDGE SISTERS THIS
END. LOVE YA, BAI.

SURE
BUT IT
MUCH
LUCK"
YOUR
WEEK-

,,-.~-,.,-,-~..,--------,1 /26
DON'T MISS BRAD ELVIS AT
TED'S TONITE IN THE "BIG
HELLO" FORMERLY OF THE
"ELVIS BROS."
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26
Cindy Priddy: Congrats on going
active! Love Rachel & the
Roomie.
=--c-,.--,=-------=--o---,-:1 /26
Daily Eastern news Classifieds
work!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha

Spring Break Will Be Around
The Corner Before You Know it
Get Ready For The Dally
Ea.stem News

Spring Break Preview
Coming Feb. 22

·ces
Notl
The Dalfy Eastern News Official

· Hope you ha1
land have an ev·
kend! Love, t

~s

Report errors immediately at 581-2812.
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous

Official Notices are paid for through the office of
University Relations. All questions concerning notices
should be directed to that office.

Summer 1990 and/or Fall
semester will be given on
Chicago Student Teaching
1990 must apply for a posi·
February 20. Register in perFall 1990-South/Southwest
son, BEGINNING JANUARY tion on the priority list by
Suburbs
8, from 11 :00 TO 3:00 completing and application
All students planning to
Monday through Friday at the form in Old Main 201 no later
Student Teach in the Southbooth in the Union Bookstore than Wednesday, February
Southwest Suburban Area
14, 1990. Liberal Arts and
during Fall 1990 semester Lounge; bring photo ID and
Sciences majors with minors
must go to the Student $10 for the fee. REGISTRA·
in Business Administration
TION WILL CLOSE AS
Teaching Department, Room
must also do this if they are
210 Buzzard to obtain a SOON AS ALL AVAILABLE
SEATS ARE TAKEN. The last planning to enroll in upper
packet of materials. The completed packet should be day to cancel and receive a division courses in the
College of Business for
mailed to the designated refund is February 6.
Passing the Writing .summer 1990 and/or Fall
Coordinator and POST·
1990.
Competency Examination is a
MARKED NO LATER THAN
FEBRUARY 1, 1990. The graduation requirement as Jon Laible
Dean, College of Liberal Arts
South-Southwest suburban stated on page 40 of the
1981-82 catalog, page 43 of and Sciences
cities are Naperville, Glen
Ellyn, Tinley/Orland Park, and the 1983-84 catalog, and
Credit/No Credit List
Oak Lawn-Hometown. This page 45 of the 1985-86 and
The credit/no-credit list for
1987-88 catalogs, and page
area is ONLY for Special
the current term is now postElementary 44 of the 1989-90 catalog.
Education,
ed on the bulletin board outEducation, and Jr. High· David K. Dodd
side Room 122 in Old Main.
Director of Testing Services
majors.
Student who have elected
REMINDER: YOU MUST
credit/no credit option may
Financial Aid Application
BE ADMITIED TO TEACHwish to verify that their
for Summer 1990
ER EDUCATION BEFORE
The Financial Aid Office is requests are included on the
STUDENT
CAN
YOU
distributing the Financial Aid list.
TEACH.
Applications for Summer Samuel J. Taber
Francis Summers
Dean of Student Academic
1990. Any student wishing to
Director of Student Teaching
apply for any Financial Aid Services
Programs for Summer 1990
Writing Competency
Testing Examination
should obtain one of the
Examination
Constitution
The
Financial Aid Applications.
Undergraduates:
Examination will be given in
To satisfy graduation Summer Application deadline
is April 20, 1990. Financial the afternoon and evening of
the
for
requirements
Aid for Summer 1990 is very Thursday, February 15.
Bachelor's degree at Eastern
Register in person from 11 :00
Illinois University, you must limited. Apply early.
to 3:00 Monday through
pass the Writing Competency John Flynn
Friday at the booth in the
Director Financial Aid
Examination. REgister to take
Union Bookstore Lounge;
this examination after you
bring your EIU ID, and if you
Liberal Arts and Sciences
sixty
completed
have
are retaking the exam, $2 for
Liberal Arts and Sciences
semester hours Gunior standmajors planning to enroll in the fee. The registration
ing) and have credit for both
deadline for this exam in
upper division courses in the
English 1001 and 1002. The
College of Business for
first of two examinations this

Calvin and Hobbes

Thursday, February 8.
You may retake this 8 , Jm
as many times as is necessary to pass, but. on sched ·
uled dates only.
David K. Dodd
Director of Testing Services
All Students
if you are attending any cl ass
(on Campus) in which your
name does not appear on '.ne
official tenth-day class roste1
immediately contact th e
Registration Office to resolve
the problem. FAILURE TO
DO SO COULD RESULT IN
LOSS OF CREDIT.
Micheal Taylor
Director, Registration
Oral English Proficiency
.Assessment
The Board of Governors has
adopted a program of Oral
Proficiency
English
Assessment for all instruc··
tional staff. Students who
have dilficulty understanding
instructors should, if possible
first consult with the instruc·
tor. In the event that the difficulties are not resolved, the
student should address
his/her concerns to the Chair
of the department in which
the instructor teaches .
Subsequent appeals may
also be possible through the
Dean and then to the
Provost/Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
Robert L. Kindrick
Vice President for Academic
Affairs.

by Bill Watterson

Spring '90 . Summer '90 Fall'90
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Make Check(s) Payable to Student Publications.
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Campus Clips

Credit

nee.

~eptions

lse ads

.U. HOCKEY CLUB sign-up. Interested, call 348-1302.
1YLOR HALL COUNCIL is having Taste of Taylor on Sun. Jan. 28
4:30-6:30 p.m. in Taylor/Lawson Food Service. Charleston's food
ishments come together to show what they can offer.
.SSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS is having T.G.l.F.
lebration Jan. 26 at 3:45. Meet at office. Bring EIU l.D. & start your
end right!
HRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP is having Sunday Morning
'orship at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian Campus House just behind
son Hall. Come early for milk, juice and doughnuts.
,VIGATORS is having their weekly meeting today at 7:00 in the
:Charleston Room in the Union. It's Rose Night!

EASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
LY for any event. All clips should be submitted to The Daily
tern news office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE THE
•ATE OF EVENT. Example : an event scheduled for Thursday
should be submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday.
Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips
submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken bt_ehone .'f.!1Y'~~~is "ilfe-gible or contains conflictirig
.-Clipsmroeeaileci ror-cwana6le
"o1mat1on"WltL"'NOi

space.
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San Francisco favored in Super showdown
Niners' Montana
should rattle
Bronco defense
By The Associated Press
Why the 49ers will win the Super
. Bowl....
, · Why the 49ers will win the Super
- Bowl????
How can the 49ers NOT win the Super
Bowl when half the population of Colorado
half-hoped ·the Broncos would lose to
· (:leveland so they wouldn't have to be subject to another humiliation at the hands of
an NFC team. The local papers have even
dragged out shrinks to explain a municipal

Analysis
pysche that so fears humiliation.
Worse.
This may be the best of the NFC teams
the Broncos have faced in the Super Bowl,
where they've lost twice by an aggregate
total of 81-30. They hung in until the third
quarter against the Giants three years ago
and hung in until the second quarter against
the Redskins in 1988.
This year, it figures that they'll hang in
the first quarter.
Okay, so a lot will be made of the Joe
Montana-John Elway comparison. How the
opposition doesn't want to give either the
ball with time left and a chance to win.
One problem.
John's not likely to be in that situation.
Neither, for that matter, is Joe - the 49ers
are likely to be far enough ahead by the
fourth quarter that Steve Young will be in
the game.
Look at it another way.
San Francisco got to New Orleans by
beating Minnesota 41-13 and the Los
Angeles Rams, 30-3. That was in the NFC,
where all five playoff teams (plus
Washington and New Orleans) were probably as good or better than anything that the
AFC could offer, even 11-5 Denver.
Examples.
The five NFC playoff teams were 16-4
against the NFC. The five AFC playoff
teams were 12-8 against the NFC. On the
final week of the season, AFC playoff aspirants were blown out of the playoffs by
NFC teams - the Colts to the Saints; the
Raiders to the Giants; the Bengals to the
Vikings.
Moreover, the Broncos were 8-2 this
season at Mile High Stadium, where since
1986 they've gone 30-5 in non-strike
games. The two losses were to the two
NFC playoff teams they faced there - 2824 to the Eagles and 14-7 to the Giants.

~~:t!r':,0~ead

~~e.:;,~~~iants

football coach
S
0 aennveFrra2n8 cisco 31,

and former Eastern
offensivetackle
San Francisco 35,
Denverl 7

Spoo sees the
49ers joining the
Pittsburgh Steelers in
an elite group as the
only teams to win
four Super Bowl championships.
The one catch: Despite the Las Vegas
odds, which had San Francisco as high
as 12 1/2-point favorites, Spoo thinks the
game will go down to the wire, with the
49ers' superior talent on both offense
and defense prevailing.
"It should be a great game," he said.
Jeff Smith
Sports editor
San Francisco 27,
Denver13
The 49ers have
out-classed their two
NFC playoff opponents, the Vikings and
Rams , with ease.
And, with quarterback
Joe Montana throwing
near-perfect games against two of the
best defenses in football, a fourth Super
Bowl triumph seems eminent.
The Broncos will also have trouble
scoring against a finely tuned veteran
defense hungry for recognition. The
49ers have dominated teams on both
sides of the ball.
And, for any trivia-minded readers,
there could be a correlation between Fran
Tarkenton of the Purple People-Eater
teams that lost four Super Bowls and
John Elway of the Orange Crush - something to do with color in nicknames.
Mike Fitzgerald
Senior reporter
San Fransisco 38,
Denver28
The 49ers are certainly the team of the
decade and will claim
their fourth Super
Bowl Championship
of the decade. The
reason is simple: Joe Montana.
Even though the Broncos supposedly
have more speed on defense, it won't be
enough to handle Rice, Taylor, Craig and
Rathman.
On the defensive side of the ball, 49er
safety Ronnie Lott will make it a long day
for Elway.
Denver is a good ballclub, but as in
1986 and 1987, they are still a notch
below their Super Bowl opponent. Elway
may accomplish what Montana has
someday, but not Sunday. The Broncos
should cover the spread though.

Popp, citing NFC
alliances, says the
49ers should win easily.
"You've got to go with the 49ers, without
a doubt," Popp said. "They really spanked
us earlier this season." ·
Popp also sides with those who call San
Francisco quarterback Joe Montana "one
of the best ever."
"I think he is," Popp said. "From what I've
seen and heard, I don't think there's been
one better."

·Don't count out
EI
'
d
way$ arm an
underdog Denve
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - So you d
give the Denver Broncos a chance in
Super Bowl. You're expecting a blow
just like in 1987 against the Giants
1988 against the Redskins. You go al
with the oddsmakers and the thousands
people who are betting millions on
49ers.
We've heard this all before. Remem
1969? Joe Namath? Guarantee? Or I
The Purple People Eaters getting e

Look for San
Francisco to roll
again, while Denver ·
continues to have a
Super Bowl jinx.
It seems obvious that San Francisco
has the strongest team, the team's road
to the game seemed a formality. Boasting
the talent of Jerry Rice, Joe Montana and
John Taylor, the Niners are on a roll.
The Broncos do have a chance, but
they need to stop the Niners on offense,
which teams haven't been successful in
doing. The team has had a string of luck
in the AFC playoffs.
Ron Yoakum
Assistant sports
Information director
Denver 24,
San Francisco 20
Yoakum, admittedly a Broncos fan, is
picking with his heart
in choosing Denver
to pull off the upset,
· the only "expert" to disagree with the
odds-makers.
He also gave tangible reasons for his
choice, mentioning quarterback John
Elway's cannon arm, Elway's ability to
throw deep, Elway's strong arm ...
"Everybody's picking San Francisco to
win, which is the easy way out," Yoakum
asserted. "Mark my words: 24-20."

Read complete coverage
of Super Bowl XX.IV
in Monday's
Dally Eastern News.

alive by the Offense of the 70s? Isn
about time for another of those monu
ta! upsets? At least, everyone but Bro
owner Pat Bowlen would deem it an u
"I'd call it an upset if WE lose," Bow
says.
OK, Pat. How are you going to w
"This is the strongest team we've take
the Super Bowl," Bowlen adds. "We ha
better running game than ever. Our defi
is stronger. We have more experien
We're simply better."
But are you great? Are you capable
being a dynasty? The 49ers are.
"We 're capable of winning the S
Bowl," he says. "Judge us after we
that."
To win ·a gainst San Francisco,
Broncos defense must be as stingy as it
all season. The best way to be so is to
let the 49ers have the ball.
That puts the onus on the offense.
Francisco will score points, maybe lots
them, on Sunday, no matter how to
· Denver's defense is.
"We can't get in a scoring contest
them," Broncos coach Dan Reeves says.
But you probably can't avoid it.
"We'll try to put a lot of points on
board and keep our defense off the
because nobody has contained them."
To get those points, Elway must be
· sensational as he was against Cleve!
the AFC title game. That means thro ·
scrambling, maybe even catching a pass.
It also means Bobby Humphrey,
l ,000-yard rookie rusher, has to be heal
Humphrey cracked two ribs against
Browns. Without him, the running g
dies. So does ball control.
Elway will have to look more to his
receivers than his backs and tight end
two reasons.

START OFF YOUR NEW YEAR

WITH DOMINO'S PIZZA!
AT DOMINO'S PIZZA WE'RE CELEBRATING THE
NEW YEAR. IF IT'S BEEN A WHILE SINCE YOU'VE
HAD A DOMINO'S PIZZA, HERE'S A REAL GOOD
REASON TO GIVE US A CALL TODAY.

12 INCH CHEESE PIZZA
ONLY
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16 INCH CHEESE PIZZA
ONLY

$6~2TAX

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE AT REGULAR PRICE.

NO COUPON NECESSARY - JUST ASK
OFFER EXPIRES 2-4-90 (NO LIMIT)
Offer not valid in conjunction with any other offer or coupon.

CHARLESTON AND E.I.U.
348-1626
677 LINCOLN AVENUE
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w York Giants offensive
le Dave Popp didn't play a
down as a rookie last year,
says he's confident that he
.ay in the NFL.
1p, a seventh-round pick of
iants last spring, spent the
:re season on the Giants'
lopmental squad, meaning he
· st about everything the rest
e team did except play on
.ys.
it stands, Popp will likely
ime a Plan B free agent on
l. NFL teams can protect 38
60 players on their roster

ar hunting
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1>f points on
1se off the fiel1

rated 10th-toughest in
ision I by the Jeff SagarinToday computer rankings
17, Samuels noted.
thwest, 2-1 and 11-5, is led
'1Wo newcomers, junior guards
yl Reid (19.9 points per
) and 5-5 (yes, 5-5) Arnold
d ( l l . l ppg) and last sea's sixth man, senior center Lee
bell (15.0).
think we've got to keep Reid
Campbell contained ,"
1uels said. "I think we've got
:eep any one of their players
having a big game on us."
'he defens ive-mi nded Bears
age 75.1 poi nts per game,
pared to 64.4 for their oppo-

~

I know I can play (in the NFL). There's no doubt in my mind.
Dave Popp

-
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ence, Popp working out with
playing time in mind in the offseason. He'll spend about the next
month lifting and running in
Charleston, where he still has a
number of friends, including former teammates .
"When I was here (in college) I
played against a really good lineman maybe one out of every three
games," Popp said. "There (with

If anything, he was a victim of
circumstances his rookie season.
The Giants drafted two talented
offensive linemen above him in
the first and second rounds.
"I had a good time," Popp, 23,
said. "I would've like to have
played."
But even he admits that he
wasn 't ready to play in the NFL:But with a year's more experi-

Eastern vs. Southwest Missouri
7:05 p.m. Saturday
at Springfield, Mo.
Probable starters
Eastern (1-3 In AMCU)

Panther wrestlers' busy schedule
continues at Hoosier Invitational·

F
F
C
G
G

Barry Johnson
Dave Olson
Jeff Mironcow
Gerald Jones
Kavien Martin

6-7
6-6
6-9

S::10
6-4

Southwest Missouri (2-1)
6-6
F Jeff Ford
6-5
F Chris Stange
6-7
C Lee Campbell
6-2
G Darryl Reid
G Arnold Bernard 5-5

15.9
13.2

So.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.

11 .7
14.9

4.3

Sr. 9.1
Sr. 4.9
Sr. 15.0
Jr. 19.9
Jr. 11 .1

Campbell is Southwest's
hottest player, having scored 30
points and 20 rebounds Monday
night against Cleveland State.
The Bears' forte , however, is
de fe n se. "They p lay a re a ll y
aggress ive halfco urt defe nse,"
Samuels said. "They vary it with
a halfcourt trap and other surprises."

WESTERN ILLINOIS
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI
NORTHE RN IOWA
WISCONSI N-GREEN BAY
ILLINOI S-CH ICAGO
EASTERN
VALPARAISO
CLEVELAND STATE*

ADISON , Wi s . (AP ) ,hen Bardo hit the go-ahead
et with 1:22 to go and then
.e two free throws with 18
nds re maining Th ursday
as No. 10 Illinois foug ht off
·ous Wisconsin rally to beat
adgers 66-63.
1e Illini, l 4-3 and 4-3 in the
'en: blew a 14-point secondead before recovering for
second victory over
sin this season.
onsin, which lost earlier
to Illinois, drops to 11-8
in the league.
us Liberty led Illinois with .
1t~ and Kendall Gill added
ny Jones led the Badgers
9 points and Brian Good
a career-high 14 points.
Badgers, behind the play
, rallied with 13 straight
and then took the lead at
on Danny Jones· two free
with 2:26 to go.
n Small scored to put the
,ack up, Jones hit for the
rs to give Wisconsin its
'ead at 61-60 with 1:30 to

11111111
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the Giants) I had to ready to play
every down. I wasn't really ready
to play until the end of camp."
So the next question in Popp's
football career probably won't be
if he plays in the NFL, but where
he will play. Because he i ~ comfortable with the Giants' system
and because he knows his position with the team, Popp said he
would prefer to stay with New
York. But, he said he will certainly consider other alternatives.
"I think I'd be a fool not to listen to other team's offers," said
Popp, whose agent has already
been contacted by four other NFL ·
teams and said he figures to hear
more after Feb. l.

and Popp said he will likely be
left unprotected.
That means he '11 be able to
negotiate with any NFL team,
including the Giants, who Popp
would prefer to stay with . Any
way, Popp figures he' ll be playing
next year.
"I know I can play," the 6-6,
290-pound Popp said. "There's no
doubt in my mind."

12-5
11-5
12-4
10-5
11 -6
7-8
3-13
10-7

4-0
2-1
2-2
2-2
2-3
1-3
0-2
--

'igible for '89-'90 AMCU title

GTHE

Former Eastern lineman sure of his NFL spot

sociation of Mid-Continent Universities standings

iberty's 21
ads Illini
st Badgers
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By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Staff writer

Eastern 's wrestling team will
see some familiar faces when it
travels to Bloomington, Ind.,
Saturday for the Indiana Hoosier
Invitational.
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville,
Tennessee-Chattanooga, MiamiOhio and Olivet-Nazarene join
Eastern and Indiana in the sixteam tournament , and the
Panthers have battled the first
three of those teams within the
last 10 days.
Senior heavy weight Copach
Tyler pinned his opponent in 0:58
second s to give Eastern a 26-22
victory ov er SIU -E on Jan. 16,
and last Saturday, C,:hattanooga
edged the Panthers 22- 19 in
Tennessee.
Last Sunday, Eastern traveled
to Miami-Ohio for an individual
meet and placed several wrestlers
in the top four spaces of th eir
respective weight divisions.
Craig Campbell (126), Terry
Murphy (150) and Tyler finished
first; Dean Souder ( 134) and Eric
iames (l ~4) placed second; Mike
Papes (158) and Tom Carroll
( 177) finished third; and Tom

work on anything else.
"I think down the stretch, we'll
have five, six, or seven days (in
between matches) to concentrate
individually." McCausland added
that with school starting, his
wrestlers have had to adjust to
finding time for school and their
routines, as compared to semester
break.
Although Tyler has been a top
performer for t he Panthers ,
Murphy has been s~lid all season
long.
"He is doing an awfully damn
good job," McCaus land said of
Murphy, a seqior who qualified
nationally last season, his first at
Eastern . He has wrestled in 47
m atc h so far this year and· hras
"· "compi.fe'Ci f 40- 7- r~cord.' · ' · ,
Craig Campbell
Overall, McCausland has been
Watk ins (134) p laced fo urth. pleased with his team so far, and
Tyler extabl ished a new Eastern is expecting more good showings
record b y p inn ing on e of h is from it Saturday.
opponents in 0:09 second.s.
"In the last few weeks, they' ve
With its hectic sched ule, head shown us that they ' re starting to
coach Ralph McCausland said his get to the point where they need
team has not really had a Jot of to be (for the regional toumam ~nt
preparation time to work on March 10)," he said. "I thin K
weaknesses.
we're going to see some good,
" We've been going through exciting performances this weeksimilar practices ," McCausland end."
said. "There isn't an y ti me to

4 O 'CLOCK CLUB

NEW!NEW!

with

PAN!PAN!
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE!

SHADOOBEE
$2.00 A.Y.C.D.
ROC'S North Rm.
Today

Thick, crispy crust loaded with cheese (and your choice of toppings) ,
All baked up fresh in a square deep dish pan .

condom giveaway

YOUNGSTOWN ASSOC.
NOW RENTING
FOR FALL/SPRING
90 & 91
Furnished
1, 2, 3 & 4

Bedroom Units

•Disposals
• Dishwashers
·Central Air
·Cable Included
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2 LARGE I
FREE 11II-PIZZAS•

16 oz. Soft Drinkl I
With the purchase of a

Cr~zy Eight Pizza 11
Ca 11: 345-4 743

Call For Your Appointment To View Our
Unique Apartments 345-2363
" ' . , ,
~
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E · . 2/3/90
xptres.

Double Sausage or
Pepperoni

I IYour Choice

8 Toppings only I I
II
$8.88! .
·
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$1.1 00
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Wichita State slows travel-weary_Lady Panthers 73-6
By DAVID BRUMMER
Staff writer

"Maybe it was the 12-hour bus ride. It
might have been the absence of leading
scorer Barb Perkes. Or it might have been
just a poor performance.
Any way, Eastern's women's basketball
team was threshed 73-66 by lowly Wichita
State Thursday night in Wichita, Kan., in
what might have been one of the Lady
Panthers' poorest showings this season.
Eastern, 7-10 overall and 3-5 in the con·fernce, shot only 36 percent from the field
arid just 20 percerit from three-point range
in a game the Lady Panthers led only once
- 8-6 early in the first half - and trailed the
entire second half.
Meanwhile, their Gateway opponents
JACKIE WEBER/Staff photographer
Eastern freshman guard Karen McCaa , took advantage of the Lady Panthers dragshown here, and senior guard Barb Perkes ging effort to pick up its first home win of
did not play in the Lady Panthers' 73-66 the season. Wichita State, 3-14 for the sealoss at Wichita State Thursday night.
son, ups its league mark to 2-6.

But there were other factors in Eastern's
loss than the opponent. The long bus ride
made the Lady Panthers more than an hour
behind schedule and forced them to miss
their planned workout at Wichita.
In addition, Eastern 's leading scorer,
Perkes, at home with her father who's been
hospitalized since he had a serious automobile accident last week, did not make the
trip and the Lady Panthers felt her absence.
Forward Tracy Roller was moved to
Perkes off-guard slot and suffered through
four of 18 shooting from the field for only
12 points.
"We just weren't ready to play," said
assistant coach Scott Lewis. "We made a
nice comeback but the we made a couple of
mistakes."
Wichita State's biggest lead was 53-41
after Tonya Lane's 8-footer in the lane at
14:03 in the second half.
Eastern was able to cut the lead as close
as 54-52 with 10:31 in the game when

Roller nailed a three-pointer. But
Wheat Shockers countered with a p
layups from Lane and Gina Johnso
build their lead back to six points.
Roller again brought Eastern within
at 62-60 with 5:47 after she sank a ·
free throws. But Wichita State scored
consecutive field goals to thwart the
Panthers comeback chances and m
ahead 68-60.
The Lady Panthers' road trip contin
2 p.m. Saturday at Southwest Missouri.
Eastern (66)
B. Williams 5-11 5-6 15, Frierdich 2-4 1·2 5, Mull 4·12
Ethridge 4-14 4-5 13, Roller 4-18 2-4 12, Youngman 3-4
Griffin 1-10-02, C. Williams O·O 0-0 0. Totals 23-64 17-23
Wichita State (73)
Olmstead 4-8 O·O 8. Bacon 3·8 2·4 8, Hund 5-14 3-4 13,
12 2·3 19, Klaassen 3·8 0·1 6, Crow 2·2 3·4 7, Hayes 2-4
Johnson 4-6 0-0 8, Do. Tholen 0-1 0-1 0. Totals 31 -6310-17
Halftime: Wichita State 43. Eastern 38. Fouled out: Fri
point goals: Eastern 3 (Roller 2, Ethridge), Wichita State 1
Rebou nds: Eastern 45 (B. Williams 13). Wichita S
(Klaassen. Hund 8). Assists: Eastern 15 (Roller 7), Wich'
17 (Lane 5). Fouls: Eastern 18, Wichita State 18. Atte
250.

Scouting bear

Women to hos
hien to hit roa
in track action

Eastern will hunt for rare
win at Southwest Missouri
By JEFF SMITH
Sports editor

..

Eastern 's men's basketball
team hasn't won at three-time
Association of Mid-Continent
Universities champion Southwest
Missouri since the 1985-86 season. So, how does the team
change its fortunes? Re-live the
moment, so to speak.
"We 'r-e going to follow th~
blueprint that we followed a few
years ago when we won down
there - the same course (of travel), same pre-game meal, same
restaurant," head coach Rick
Samuels said of the Panthers' routine before the game at 7:05 p.m.
'Saturday in Springfield, Mo.
Eastern, 1-3 in the AMCU and
7-8 overall, last won at the
Hammons Student Center pit in
1986. Then, current Portland
NBA All-Star Kevin Duckworth
and company defeated the Bears
68-67 during the regular season
and 71-67 in the league tournament championship in 1986.
Superstitions aside, Samuels
said the fact many of the current
Panthers have played in
Hammons, where Southwest is 71 this season and averaged 8,249
fans per game in '88-'89, should
work to the team's advantage.
"(Jeff) ' Mironcow, (Dave)
Olson, (Steve) Rowe, (Kavien)
Martin, (Barry) Johnson and, of
course, (Gerald) Jones - they've

all been there," Samuels said.
"Johnson and Jones especially are
aware of the situation." The latter
two started for Eastern last season.
The Hammons Beartrap and
road woes aside, "We play at
Southwest every year and should
be comfortable playing there," he
continued. "We should enjoy
making the trip there. We ought to
look forward to playing there."
But, to win there, Eastern will
have to keep the Bears' usually
raucous crowd out of the game as
much as possible . ."It's a boisterous crowd, a great atmosphere,"
Samuels said. "It's also a great
thrill to be able to silence the
crowd. That's the sign of a good
team. And, that's one of the
things we need to do."
Shaking late-game nerves
(three AMCU losses by a total of
eight points) is also a priority,
Jones said.
"I think each player has got to
sit down individually and concentrate on what it'll take to play a
40-minute game," Jones said.
"Southwest Missouri is a good
team, but we're just as good as
anybody in the conference. And,
if we play a 40-minute game, as
opposed to a 29- or 30-minute
game, we'll be all right."
The Panthers' schedule, highlighted by trips to Big Ten leader
Purdue and Top 25 Xavier (Ohio),
•continued on page 11 A

By GEOFF T. MASANET
Staff writer

THOM RAKESTRAW/Associate photo editor

Eastern center Jeff Mironcow shoots around Valparaiso forward John
Becher Monday night at Lantz Gym. Eastern travels to Southwest
Missouri Saturday for another AMCU matchup.

Swim teams to host DePauw and Western
By DON FISHER
Staff writer

Eastern 's swim teams head into weekend
matches against DePauw and Western Illinois
at Lantz pool with different goals in mind.
While the women hope to gain at least one
victory, the men (1-7) are simply striving to
improve their individual preformances, head
coach Ray Padovan said.
"The women's races should be close, however a win for the men will be tough,"
Padovan said of Friday's 6 p.m. meet against
Depaw.
"Both the men and the women are very
strong, and we don't anticipate a win,"

Padovan said of Saturday's 1 p.m. meet
against Western. "There are going t9 be some
really good races."
Padovan said that he's been with his
Panthers at practice and is anticipating some
strong swims. '.'They need to expect a hard
w~rkload to preform well," Padovan said.
Padovan also stressed that Amy Neighbors
has really blossomed this year. Her achievements include a new school record that was
broken before Christmas.
"She has done a great job this year and will
be faced with stiff competition against
Western," Padovan said.
Two of the men's top swimmers are John
Ryan and Bill Costello. In a loss to Bradley

Friday, Ryan placed first in the 200-yard
breaststroke with a time of 2: 18.58.
In the same meet, Costello won the 200yard backstroke with a time of 2: 10.79.
Neighbors, a sophomore, won two events,
the 100-yard breaststroke in 1: 11.2 and the
200-yard breaststroke in 2:31.8, in a loss Jan.
18 to Illinois State.
The Panthers are coming off a 127-82
defeat at the hands of Missouri-Rolla last
Saturday and a 137-61 rout to Bradley last
Friday. The Lady Panthers lost their last meet
182-80 Jan. 18 to ISU.
The two teams next swim in Chicago Feb. 3
against Illinois-Chicago.

With the likes of the Unive
of. Illinois and Gate
Conference rivals South
Illinois and Illinois St
_Eastern 's women's track team
have its work cut out at the s·
annual Lady Panther Invitati
at 11 a.m. Saturday in L
Fieldhouse.
"The competition is going to
there," said women's track c
John Craft. "There are some
good athletes and this is a
meet for us. We 're looking
some good times."
Meanwhile, Eastern 's m
track squad, including se
sprinter Greg Heggs, sopho
distance runner Eric Baron
sophomore weightman Br
Miller, will be at the Universi
Illinois for an indoor invitati
Saturday in Champaign.
Last weekend, Easte
women's track team sent a w
ing signal to Gateway squads
an impressive indoor debut in
week's.
23 -team
Purd
Invitational.
While acknowledging that
competition this week will
stiff, Craft is looking forward
good performances from h
squad.
"We have one of the best tr
(in the Midwest) and a new hi
jump area," Craft said. "The
should be s0me very good perfi
mances."
Eastern looks to sprinter E
Saverson as well as jumpe
Sherry Hoffman and Tara Ma
and distance standout Lau·
Mizener to shine as they did
Purdue. Some team members
suffering from minor aches
pains but will still compete, C
said.
The pentathlon events begin
11 a.m. with the 55-meter hurdl
Field events start at 11: 15 a.
with the long jump, and the
ning events kick off at noon wi
t~e 4x8QO reJay.
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is now a big dog
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The dire ctio n of Pop Art

5-14 3.4 13,
4 7, Hayes 2·
1Js 31 ·63 10-1.7
'uled out Fne1
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A new exhibit
exam ines th'e point of
the m·o veme nt

SA NET

Abstract bulls, a baked potato and fluorescent
pictures of Marilyn Monroe are just a few of
the portraits you can see at the Pop Art
exhibit at Indiana State University in Terre
Haute.
"The American Pop Art movement started
out as a street movement and now it's moved
·~ ~·
into the mainstream," said Jean Robertson, a
visiting art professor for ISU.
The artistic movement has gained rapid critical success in the last 25 years or so. Many of the
more popular artists of today are considered the
"pioneers of Pop Art."
Pop Art started out in the early 1960's when
many artists wanted to call attention to the "crass
commercialism" in the modern culture.
They went about doing this by incorporating the colors, scale and techniques of the advertising world into
their work. One of the best examples of this type of art is Andy
Warhol's "Brillo Boxes." Warhol took the brightly colored design
from the box of dish scrubbers and made it into a famous wooden
sculpture. Warhol is also well-known for his collection of the
Campbell's soup cans.
"The artist's take an image from a grocery store and put it in a
museum," said Robertson. This technique has prompted the argument
over whether or not a work of art should be an original of that artist.
"Many people say that by using known images it takes away from and severs the original meaning," Robertson added.
What is ironic about the Pop Art movement is that what the artists were mocking through
their art, was also making them wealthy.
Pop artists also use a variety of subjects in their works. The effect they seem to be striving for is to
call attention to ordinary, everyday objects. For example, in John Dine's "Tool Box" series, he uses a
drawing of an electric drill, a chrome towel bar and an actual safety pin .
. Money is often used as a subject to satirize its importance to Americans. Food is another symbol of consumerism. It is advertised, bought and consumed by everyone, and therefore open game for artists. One of
the most recognizable pictures of food is Roy Lichtenstein's drawing "Baked Potato." This foundation of
American diets is blown out of proportion to show the disregard for its nutritional content.
The media is another target for Pop Artists . Robert Rauschenberg portrays his image of the media by juxtaposing various unrelated pictures in the same way that the evening news tells of the events of the day .
Rauschenberg also tries to show how the endless repetition of an image, like that of a long running story, results in
it being trite and trivial.
Violence is the subject of writers and artists alike. Jasper Johns' "Target With Four Faces" has a more subtle message; the faces are also the target not just the bull's eye. But the danger is not shown and leaves the viewer with a sense
of impending doom.
Even celebrities are not safe from attack. Warhol felt he could exaggerate the surface glamour of his subjects without
revealing any hidden psychological truth. This is evident in Warhol's numerous portraits of Marilyn Monroe in every fluorescent color imaginable.
Warhol again ventures into the realm of the unknown with his series titled "Myths." The series includes a very vibrant "The
Witch" which bears a striking resemblance to the wicked witch of the west from "The Wizard of Oz." Also in the series is a por·
trait of "Uncle Sam" done in reds, white and blues, "Santa Claus" with an outline in glitter and "Dracula" done main!~ in black.
in
believed
time
.one
at
Everyone
surface.
the
on
least
at
real,
be
to
take
Through this series Warhol mocks what some people may
Santa Claus and what he stood for. The same theory can be applied to Uncle Sam, the witch and Dracula.
Although the Pop Art movement is refuted to have been over since the 70's, the artist's portrayal of commercialism in their works still
intrigues us today.
Anyone interested in seeing the exhibit "Pop Art: Works on Paper," which is on loan to ISU from the Dayton (Ohio) Art Institute until February 7
at the Turman Gallery, located in the Fine Arts building. Admission is free.

.
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Computer re-creation of Roy Lichtenstein's Untitled (used by permission of Dayton Art Institute).
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HOR~E~HOE~ &HAND GRENADES
PETE SCALE S+ DAVID LINDQ UIST
OK, that didn't work.
Can you believe it? The cops didn't fall for that H&HG Handy Dandy Excuse Sheet
bit. We must
have over-estimated the local crime fighting force. They're just too damn smart for
our silly gags.
You see, both of us got ·tickets this week even though we used the "Satan, Prince
of Darkness"
excuse. But maybe squeezing two cars into Stan Rives' parking place didn't help
much, either.
But we're not stopping here. It's Round Two coppers, and we've got the secret weapon!
This little number speaks for itself.
All you H&HGers have to do is clip it out and color the prescribed area yellow. That's
YELLOW, not
red like the wimpy student ones. Then make up any 4-digit number and write it in the
little square.
Then toss out the fuzzy dice, attach our amazing facsimile to your rear-view mirror
(if you have
one) and park in any faculty lot on campus - even the one right next to the police
station.
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Page One Tavern
410 Sixth St.
Shadoobee, 4 o'clock club in the
North Room
T.G.I. Friday, upstairs, $3-ladies,
$3.50-gents

the cover story on

SATURD AY

Charlesto n Motor Inn
920 W. Lincoln
Quintess ence, jazz combo fr
Eastern, 9 p .m.
Must be 21 to enter
Page One Tavern
410 Sixth St.
Angry Neighbo rs ,
upstairs
Ted's Warehouse
102 N. Sixth St.
The Reign , 9 :30 p .m ., <loo
open at 8 p .m.
Free admission with coupon,
$2 cover
Thirsty's
221 Sixth St.
DJ, 9 p.m.- close

Pop Art.
Maybe it's a way to fill some
space.

CJ

Nah. It's just that when you
come up with something as
good as this, you want to share
it with as many loved ones as
possible.

>

u..3:

CJ

E.L. Kracker's
1405 Fourth St.
"Mexican Night"
DJ, 9 p.m. to close

· Ted's Warehouse
102 N. Sixth St.
So you're asking yourself, "Why
Big
Hello, with special guest
are Pete and Dave giving me
Perfect
Liar
two of these?"
9:30 p.m., doors open at 8 p.m.
Free admission with coupon, or
Maybe it's a Warhol thing to go
-$2
cover
along with.

>

LL-

Charleston Motor Inn
920 W. Lincoln
Quintessence, jazz combo from
E.astern, 9 p.m.
Must be 21 to enter

Thirsty's
221 Sixth St.
DJ, 9 p.m.- close
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On the road
with Eastern's Jazz Band
m.!!B 'k > while it prepare s for a
titit80iiTiiTilf0iiiif••••••••••••••••••••······· concert appearance
with Dizzy Gillespie.

Pass it on.
STAFF
Editor ..................................................................Matthew Maynard
Associate editor .................................... .. .......................Dan Janke
Staff writers .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .... .... .. ... .. .. .. Pete Scales,
David Lindquist, Sherri Otta, Bret Loman, Tim Shellberg, Debbie
Carlson, Amber Grimes, David Cox, Mike Brown.

- Horseshoes & Hand Grenades is the weekly column that reminds its readers that it's
OK to
milk a joke if it means not walking to class .
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~:'. ···SEXUAL ASS AUL T

COUNSELING SER VICE

Wh at Doe s Elli 's
New Stu den t Rec Cen ter
Hav e to Off er You?

seeks caring volun teers
to work with victim s of sexua l
assau lt
Traini ng begins Febru ary 4
Cc,Ill office (348-5 033), l -5 pm, Mon.-Fri.
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* Weigh t room with free weight s, benche s and racks, life rowers , bikes,
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* Circuit trainin g room with Nautilu s, Univer sal, life cycle machin es,
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Stairm asters, versa climbe rs, rowing machin e, and bikes.
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* Activit y Room
* Main Lounge
* Multi-P urpose Rooms for:
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- Dance and Aerobi cs equipt with aerobi c mats, mirror ed wall
and ballet barre
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WE DELIVER 111 AM-2 PM WE DELIVER

MS -107 5

IN ORDER TO SATISFY YOUR NEED S
PLEASE CONTACT THE STIIDENT GOVERNMENT OFFIC E
IF YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL IDEAS OR CHANGES

call at 581-5 522

J4S -f07 S

4 PM- 10PM I
YOUR MOM WANTS YOUTO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'.5

JIMMY JOHNS INC. 198
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NeW Ch arl est on ban d bre aks on to the sce ne
Perfect Liars
hit Ted's
Friday night

t>r Inn

ter
Charlesto n's very own
Perfect Liars will make their
grand debut for Big Hello at
Ted's Warehouse Friday night,
although the trio is not
strangers to the stage.
For four years, guitarist Rick
Sondag, drummer Mike Laible
and bassist Stuart Conley
were three-qu arters of the
Announc ements (Sondag' s
brother Robbie played keyboards). The Announce ments
covered mostly '80s rock, a
few classics and some original
tunes of their own. About a
year ago, the Announcements
ceased to perform together.
After a 10-month hiatus,
however, the band regrouped,
sans Robbie Sondag, who
decided to pursue a career
unrelated to music. The
remaining Announc ements
changed their name to Perfect
Liars, and started to write
songs.
Although Perfect Liars' performance will feature a few
cover songs, performing other
artists' material is not the focus
of this new band.
"With the Announce ments,
we played more cover tunes,
but now, we're concentra ting
on our own music," Rick

ors, 9 p.m.,

Maynard
r.Dan Janke
tete Scales,
berg, Debbie

Sondag said. Both Sondag and
Laible share vocals.
All band members contribute
to the songwriting process, but
Sondag says that drummer
Laible is responsib le for a
"good part" of the songwriting.
"(For Mike), writing songs is
real easy," Sondag said.
Laible notes there have been
some changes in his style of
writing now compared to his
days writing as an Announcement.
"I think the vocals are less
melodic and more drone, and
the music is a lot more melodic
and there are definitely more

Pink Flo yd' s
VENICE, Italy (AP) - Even
as Venice enjoys a winter hibernation that allows the echoes
of footsteps to resound in the
nearly deserted squares , the
specter of Pink Floyd refuses to
go away.
A summer concert by the
British rock group that drew
more than 100,000 young
people and left the city awash
in garbage is a recurring nightmare.

It is being used as ammunition in a battle over a bid to
make Venice the site of an

bikes,

Iles,

1FICE

ES

~ig

internatio nal fair in the year
2000 , and has led officials to
bar carnival celebrations from
famed St. Mark's Square.
Pink Floyd was allowed to
perform on a floating stage in
the Venice lagoon in July after
the rock group agreed to
reduce its decibel level to protect the colonnaded square and
9th century basilica.
But the trash left behind by
the concert goers and the sight
of thousands of people sleeping in the streets proved too
much for many Venetians.

•••••••••••••••••••••••

! GREAT TAKE.OUT, i
! JUSI $6.95 i

I Now at Monical's, get a Large (16") Thin Crust •
I Cheese & Sausage Pizza to go for just $6.95 plus tax. •
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90018th Street
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hour of upbeat music," Sondag
said.
Of the original songs to be
included Friday night, Sondag
cites two out for praise.
Accordin g to Sondag, "The
Bough Breaks" is a real good
upbeat song, as well as "To
Hold Water," a socially conscious song regarding the wasting away of the countries '
water supply.
Laible, a sociology major,
says he was influenced to write
"To Hold Water" after reading
a book regarding the environment.
"(The book) discussed .the
depletion of the countries '
water tables," Laible said. "(The
water tables) are also becoming
partially contaminated."
·
"It's good how (Mike) was
able to fit something socially
important into a song," Sondag
said.
Photo by Dan Janke
As for their future plans, the
Perfect Liars
Perfect Liars hope to find
dynamics in the music when singer of the Suburbs', Blane themselves in a
recording stucompared to the music four Chaney, as major influences on dio.
years ago," Laible said.
his songwriting.
"We'd like to spend some
"You want to create a mood
"Those artists definitely time in a studio and come out
more than a message. I think influence the writing of the with a quality
recording ,"
the mood should come out of a lyrics," Laible said, "They have Sondag said. "(The band
would
rhythm or a melody rather than nothing to do with the writing like to) see how
it does locally or
a lyric," Laible added.
of the music." if a major label will bite onto it."
Sondag cites Todd Rundgren
In the past, they have cov"We'd also like to play a few
and Utopia, Squeeze, the Beatles ered bands ~uch as Utopia, . more places,"
Sondag added,
and the Police (especially early Squeeze and Cheap Trick.
"W~'d like to find places that
albums such as Outlando s
Although Perfect Liars have want original music."
D'Amour and Regatta de Blanc) practiced for only two months,
Sondag says he expects the
as Perfect Liars' musical influ- Sondag seems to be looking band to start after
nine Friday
ences. Laible considers the solo · forward to the band's debut night. Admission
at Ted's is $2,
music of Pete Townsend (particu- Friday night.
but free from 8 to 10 with
larly Empty Glass and White
"We're only going to play coupon.
City: a novel) and former lead one set, but it'll be a good, solid

con cer t lea ves big "trash-~~
St. Mark's , said fine arts
commissioner Margherita Asso
in banning the annual carnival
from the massive square , "was
attacked by vandals and there
wasn't, and still isn't, sufficient
police protection ."
So carnival will go on in
other parts of the city judged
less fragile. It will be inaugurated Feb. 10 by a procession up
the Grand Canal led by a 75fo ot-l on g floating bottle of
Italian bubbly.
Pre-Lent merrymaking is not
the only talk of Venice. There

f2o2\ ·

is also the bid, put forward by
the Veneto region, to make
Venice and nearby cities the
site of Expo 2000.
Backers include such powerful
figures as Venetian-born Foreign
Minister Gianni De Michelis, who
also supported the Pink Floyd
concert. The Socialist official, the
author of a guide to discos in
Italy , had said Venice must be
open to all forms of culture,
including rock music.
The fair is seen as a way of
breathing new life into this city
of canals and marble palaces,

OPTICAL

whose year-round populatio n
has dwindled to ·so,ooo from
130 ,000 over the past 25
years. Exhibitions would feature
science and culture.
With the proper controls ,
Expo 2000 would be "the right
way to bring Venice into the
new century," De Michelis said.
Those in favor insist the fair
could attract new businesse s
and lead to the renovation of
housing and neighb.or hoods
that have decayed as young
people have gone to the mainland in search of jobs.
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~ Stud ent Disc oun t Pro[Jram
For E.l.U. Studen ts Faculty & Staff
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Sell your unwa nted items with a classi fied ad
in the Daily Eastern News!
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Cruise is grown up
in 'Fourth of July'

Cl)

.c
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By BRET LOMAN
Staff writer

c

Tom Cruise is ai-i actor who
has grown up "professionally",
that is, in the movies that he has
chosen to make and in the performances that he gives.
Since such mediocre attempts
in "Legend", "All the Right
Moves" and "Top Gun," Cruise
has proven he can do much better work as in his recent roles in
"The Color of Money" and
"Rain Man".
"Born on the Fourth of July,"
Cruise's latest film, showcases
his strongest performance to
date.
"Born on the Fourth of July"
focuses on the true story of
Vietnam veteran Ron Kovic,
who Cruise portrays.
The time is just before the
Vietnam War where an idealistic
young man encouraged by his
·parents and his country is
enticed into enlisting in the
Marines, hoping one day he will
be able to fight for his country.
Kovic is quickly ushered into
the war where he sees the grim
realities of war, which are nothing like ·the images of glory he

0

Eastern grad returns
for Tarble exhibit
BY DEBBIE CARI.SON
Staff writer

1971 Eastern graduate Virgil
Grotfeldt will have an exhibit
titled "Recent Paintings" at the
Tarble Arts Center from Jan. 19
to March 4. A slide lecture on
his
work
and
the
Houston/Southwest art scene
will be held Jan. 28 at 2 p.m.
Michael Watts, Director of the
Tarble Arts Center, said Grotfeld
(like most artists) will talk about
his current and early work but
will concentrate on what he does
now.
After leaving Eastern with a
B.S. in art, he went to the Tyler
School of Art, Temple
University, in Philadelphia earning a M.F.A. Grotfeldt began to
"hit the big time in the early
80s," when he had an exhibition
in Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
Watts said. Grotfeldt's work has
been exhibited in Texas, Illinois,
Pennsylvania and Mexico.
This exhibition is Grotfeldt' s
first at Eastern. Watts said Carl
Wilen, a teacher in the art
department, and Milburn Smith,
a former art teacher for a
Champaign high school, both
knew Grotfeldt since he attended
Eastern. The two suggested to
Watts that Grotfeldt exhibit here.
The only other time Grotfeldt
has displayed any of his work
here was when he helped raise
funds for the "Make Room for
Art" campaign.
The 1 7 paintings he has on
display are done on large sheets
of paper using industrial paints
and bronze powders. In a statement about the display, Grotfeldt
said the "metallic powders sym-

bolize mystery, spiritualism and a
relationship to the universe."
"There exists in my work a
relationship with the symbolist
movement of the turn 9f the
20th century," Grotfeldt said.
"The work of Odilon Redon and
Victor Hugo specifically interest
me. While this relationship
exists, I have never denied my
educational roots which are from
the Expressionist school of
thought. My real interest is in the
spiritual and mystical traditions."
"The Symbolists were concerned (with) using visual arts to
portray things not visual (like)
emotions," Watts said. "Subjects
are painted subservient. These
works evoked mystery and questionning. People may question
what happened to mankind at
the turn of the century ...
Expressionists grew out of symbolist movement.
"(They are concerned) _w ith
man's emotions," Watts continued, "particularly with angst and
anxiety. It is more free in means
of expressing. The result is a
looser pictural form. The works
are more emotional."
In a view of one of Grotfeldt' s
paintings, Watts said, "Redon
did a series of work that has a lot
of black (in it). 'See No Evil'} is
· reminiscent of Redon' s paintings
· and bio-morphic forms; different
original being with the insect
body and the man's face."
Watts added that Grotfeldt's
works ask "cosmic, philosophical, where-does-man-fit in the
overall scheme of the universe"
questions.
The slide show will be in the
Brainard Gallery Jan. 28 at 2
p.m.
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had envisioned.
.
The constant sight of death
creates tension and frustration
for Kovic, until he accide ntly
shoots a soldier in his own
infantry.
Shortly thereafter, Kovic's
team is ambushed and he is
shot.
He is later taken to a rund~wn, ~at-infested veterans hospital, where he learns he is paralized from the chest down; he
will never walk again. W~ile at
the hospital, Kovic endures
degradation and humiliation in a
place where serving your country
means nothing.
After Kovic is released he
returns home to a slightly
embarrassed and confussed family and town who don't understand what he went through.
Iri trying to deal with the war
· and its effect on him Kovic turns
to the bottle and soon is
shunned by his family. He travels
to Mexico to try to forget the
war but later realizes that he
mu~t come back to the U.S.
where he decides to demonstrate
against _what the war did to him
and to many others.

"Born on the Fourth
is a gripping drama that
turbing and at the sa
sickening. You soon r ·
Kovic's story isn't just of
but of thousands of m
women just like hi
returned home to a na ·
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The Smithereens are: Jim Babjak, guitars; Dennis Diken, drums;
Mesaros, bass.
_

Smithereeris break throu
By TIM SHELi.BERG
Staff writer

Most third albums by rock 'n'
roll bands usually prove to be the
band's breakthrough album, be it
commercially, critically, or both
(i.e. Zenyatta Mondatta by the
Police, War by U2,Born to Run
by Springsteen).
11, the third release by the
Smithereens, is their best work
to date and deserves to be
placed along side of the abovem en ti on ed "breakthrough"
a lbums. 11 is a rock 'n' roll
album in the true sense. Easily
radio-ready and a cure for those
who get heinously ill every time
they hear Milli Vanilli or New
Kids on the Block. (It seems as if
my Christmas wish didn't come
true; a Milli Vanilli bus collides
head-on at 75mph on with a bus
containing New Kids on the
Block.)

The Smithereens come from
the Rolling Stones school of "(I
can ' t get no) Sa ti sf action ."
Singer-songwriter-guitarist Pat
Dinizio reflects on his unhappiness while he and the band play
music that can only be described
as, well, satisfying.
The Smithereens first two
releases, 1986s Especially for
you and 1988s Green
Thoughts are outstanding, yet it
seemed as if the band was
restraining itself, as if they were
holding back something. On 11,
the Smithereens cut loose.
Although the album's title was
derived from the 1960 movie
"Oceans Eleven," one cannot
wonder if "The amps go to 11"
quote from the film "This is
Spinal Tap" was a possible inspiration, because 11 is louder and
more aggressive than the
Smithereens previous recordings .· The guitars have been

turned up to an earlevel, and drummer
Diken plays as if there
a tomorrow (even on 1
sive songs, such a
Period").
Another new twist
that not all of Dinizio's
as miserable as their
recordings. On "A girl
Dinizio is determined t
heart, while he dum
"Yesterday's girl," an
will "make your drea
true/ ... be the only
need" on "Kiss your t
And Milli Vanilli h
depth than this? I think
All 10 cuts on 11
tanding and deserve
play. Imagine if we can
Smithereens on top
permanently substitut
Kids on the Block. If
Nirvana, here I come.
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Violin, piano teall1 up
for Great Hall concert
at University of Illinois
By SHERRI OITA
Staff writer
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photo courtesy of Universal Pk1ures

"Born on the DFourth of July

at the same

p soon realize

tsn't just of hi
~ nds of men
~ like him

or understand.
one, who directed,
was the subject of
· ·ects, as well as coenplay with Kovic.
both movies were

excellent job as if the story were
his own.
Cruise gives a truly remarkable performance. It might be
hard for some fans to watch
Cruise as he goes through the
transformation of a clean-cut

teenager to an embittered drunk.
This definately isn't "Cocktail".
The film tends to jump around
a bit. Then again, "Born on the
Fourth of July" is not a film of
entertainment, but of the realism
of war.

A duet performance of violin
and piano will be featured Friday
night as part of the Great Hall
Concert Series at the University
of Illinois.
Two distinguished musicians,
Andre'- Michel Schub , pianist
and Cho' Liang Lin, violinist, will
perform in the Foellinger Great
Hall at 8 p.m.
Schub , a Varn Cliburn gold
medalist in international competition, is a 197 4 winner of the
Naumberg competition and a
1977 recipient of the Avery
Fisher Recital Award.
Lin, who was born in Taiwan,
performs in orchestras and
recitals all over the world . He
studied at both the Sidney
Conservatory in Australia and
the Julliard in New York City.
The performance by Schub
and Lin includes: Sonata by
Rovelle for violin and piano fallowed by Sonata #2 in A major
by Brahms and Sonata #9 in A
major. "The Kreutzer" by

The performance by
Schub
and
Lin
includes: Sonata by
Rovelle for violin and
piano followed by
Sonata No. 2 in A
major by Brahms and
Sonata No. 9 in A
major.
Beethoven will be the final selection for the performance.
According to Jane Elliot
Nichols, organizer of the Series,
the concert is expected to attract
approximately 1600 to 1700
students and area residents .
Nichols said 1400 tickets have
already been purchased for the
series of six concerts.
Ticket prices for the concert
are as follows: $14, $13 and
$12 for adults and $13, $12
and $11 for students and senior
citizens.

The bad boys of heavy metal are
.•back
and they're still rockin' hard
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for over an hour. The second
single, "Forever," will delight
fans who have enjoyed the ballads KISS has done in the past.
Written by Paul Stanley and
Michael Bolten, the lyrics to this
song are beautiful and Stanley's
vocals make this a hit that will be
around for quite some time.
Gene Simmons, who formed
KISS with Stanley in the early
'7 Os puts out a tremendous
effort on this album. His contributions to heavy metal are legendary and his musical skills ·can
certainly not be questioned.
However, I had a feeling he was
not totally into his music the last
few years. Not to worry, on this
album he displays very good,
inspired bass playing and a voice
range, especially on "Betrayed"
that may surprise many of you.
For a KISS album to be good
Gene Simmons has to be good.

.'

photo courtesy Polygram

Record~

Hot in the Shade, the latest album from KISS, features work from Eric Carr, Gene Simmons, Paul
Stanley and Bruce Kylick.
.·
He did not disappoint this time
out.
Instead of their usual 12 to 18
months in between album releases it has been two years since aKISS album with all new material. In that time they released a
greatest hits album. This could
be a major reason for the quality
of this album. After more than
15 years of continuous writing,
recording and touring the band
may have needed to recharge
their batteries. Another theory-is
that lead guitarist Bruce Kulick
finally appears to be the perma-

nent successor to original member, Ace Frehley. Now Kulick
can certainly hold his own on
lead guitar but comparing anyone to Frehley is like comparing
the New Kids On · The Block to
The Beatles. It cannot be done
so I will not do it. The point is
that Kulick gives KISS , by
appearing on his third consecutive album, the talent and stability that has lacked since the
SpaceAce days. For good measure, drummer Eric Carr does a
commendable job. He is never
flashy and seldom grabs the

spotlight yet he is always there
doing what he enjoys most,
being the backbone of KISS by
playing some hot drums.
As some things change
(Simmons does not spit blood.
anymore,) some things remain
the same (he does still enjoy
breathing fire now and then.)
KISS remains the same in their
own beautiful, unique way. They
just signed a contract with their
record company for four to six
more albums and will continue to
deliver good rock and roll into
the '90s.
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Rabie s
Skinny Puppy
Capitol Records
By 1HOM RAKESTRAW
Staff w riter

,.

"Now is the only thing that
is real! "
Or so thinks the Cana dian
group Skinny Puppy after their
latest release Rabie s .
The latest LP from this diabolical and mezmerizing group
has recently been consumed by
the the publi c . The Rabi es
album conta ins all the energ y
and mutat ion of sound s that
has been this Canad ian band's
trademark.
This LP, the band's fifth fulllength record , has a const ant
indus trial beat, that is never endin g , which ·enha nces the
crypt ic voice of lead singe r
Nivek Ogre.
The infectious beat contin ues over several of its powerful
track s , but with the help of
overl aying samp les, sever al
messages are conveyed to the
, "Angelica," is
listener.
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Office. Prices
photo courtesy of Capitol Records
people."
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Key.
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GA ME S?
Call Jerry's for a Great Hot Pizza
Delivered to Your House or Room In 30
Minutes or Less!

TRY OUR 1WO FOR 1
2 Larg e Single Ingredient

Pizzas

$1 2. 95 _

$7 .2 5
Delivered 345-2844

Carryout available
.......
6-11 Mon.- Fri
7-11 :30 Sat
7-2 Sunday~
1 block north
of the square

PLAY

Large Single
Small Single
Ingredient Pizza and Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke
Quart of Coke

Da ily
Breakfast
Specials
7th & Madison
345-7427

"

345 -28 44

·

' $5 .5 0
Delivered 345-2844

Large Two
Small Two
Ingredient Pizza and Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke
Quart of Coke

$8 .2 5
Delivered 345-2844

$6 .2 0
Delivered 345-2844
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Anler ica gets a new TV fa

Desi gnat ed driv er
prog ram flaw ed
BY MIKE BROWN
Staff writer

The designated driver program has
become a hot issue here 'a t Eastern.
Bars should definitely offer free soft
drinks to people designated as designated drivers (how else do you get to be a
designated driver?) But I say other businesses should provide similar devices to
keep potential killers off the road. Take
this for example.
Which is worse? An hour of cheap
beer or twelve tremendous, clearing-out
hours at Sears. There's nothing worse
than to have an 80-year-old woman
seeing an ad in the paper after waking
up from her afternoon ' nap and seeing
she has just a few hours left to benefit
from the latest white sale. So she lifts
the keys from her dead husbands hands
and gets in the car.
No big deal you say? Well maybe not,
if only she could look ouer the steering
wheel instead of having to look through
it. If she's not tall enough to see over
the wheel, you start to wonder if her
legs are long enough to reach the pedals
and how much control she has over
them. And now she's out on the roads,
our roads.
Although she is filled with anticipation over the upcoming event, she can
contain her excitement because she's
not sure yet of what kind of linen she's
going to be able to buy. So she's able to

maintain control over motor abilities.
After spending an hour or two at
Sears, buying new rubber sheets for her
husband, who can never contain himself
anymore, she's ready to go home.
"So what, " you say.
Well, this is a woman who has just
spent several hours shopping herself
into a stupor. She could barely drive
before and now she wants to drive
home in this giddy mood. (She's got
white spots in front of her eyes, for
Christ sakes!)
She's not going to be thinking of the
road ahead, but of tonight when she'll
have fresh bed sheets. Unstained and
dry.
But does Sears offer to drive? No.
Don't they have some responsibility to
their intoxicated customers. What do
they care? They made their money.
The party's over and they're sending
this old woman home. Did they offer
token linen, such as complimentar y
pillowcases for non-shoppers? NO! So
now everyone is in a stupor and the
sale is over.
Now the lady is back in her car driving home, intoxicated with that feeling
you can only get after an evening of
shopping. She has no awareness. She
runs off the road and kills a 19-year-old
college kid playing Hacky-sack, because
he can't get into the bars anymore.
Is there no justice?
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themselves. It's a different ki
lenge. . .. This is a family ent
show. It's not aimed at kids,
Groening said "The Simpsons
tainly harder-edged than any
toon in recent memory. " Wh"
say it's not funny in a stran
dictable way: When Homer
mals at the zoo, you don't r
a television show - much less
- to show dad pelted in the
monkey muck.
"The Simpsons are on
side," Groening said . "But o
good things about it is that we
the temptation to put cleve
their mouths. That's my pr
most TV sitcoms - these I'
come out of these characters'
are utterly unbelievable. So
-ness lies elsewhere.
"At the same time, I don't
the show has any of that superi
ness. We like the characters.
make dumb decisions and they
whatever emotion occurs to the
moment, but that's part of the h
"The show is ultimately a eel
- it's about having a good time.
Simpsons" will have to survive in
vision marketplace where cart
either toy-oriented syndicated
huggable Saturday morning s
where a real crisis occurs when
loses his sweater.
It's a new working environ
Groening, who writes and dr
comics in his Venice, Calif., ho
works on "The Simpsons" on
Fox lot.
"I got very used to work'
myself, but it got lonely, too," G
said.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) - Life has
never been more normal for the
Simpsons: Dad gives Bronx cheers at
the opera, mom hides valuables in her
colossal hairdo and the sluggish son
atte mpts to win Scrabble games with
the word " kwyjibo." Pushing all of the
conventions of the domestic television
sitcom through a paper shredder and
then weaving the scraps into new and
often peculiar tales. The makers of
Fox's "The Simpsons" are trying to
establish the first prime-time cartoon
since "The Jetsons " and "The
Bullwinkle Show" in the early 1960s.
"The Simpsons,'' seen regularly as
short features on Fox's "The Tracey
Ullman Show,' ' premiered as a weekly
half-hour series on Fox on Sunday at
8:30 p.m . , replacing the sciencethemed
news show "Beyond
Tomorrow." But don't grab a stack of
Pop Tarts and a glass of Tang and
expect Saturday-mor ning fluff: With
episodes focusing on themes like son
Bart's stupidity and dad Homer's inability to provide for his family, "The
Simpsons" bears much closer resemblance to Fox's "Married ... With
Children" than to 'The Smurfs." It might
be colorful, but it's a little dark, too.
"In my comic strip I'm trying to
entertain a certain segment of the audience and annoy another segment, and
I'm not trying to do that with the TV
show," said Matt Groening, the show's
creator and the author of the wry and
insightful cartoon "Life in Hell" and the
related books "Work is Hell" and "Love
is Hell." "I know I can annoy pepple, "
said Groening (rhymes with raining, sort·
of) . "It's more fun to try to take an audience and ~ake them laugh in spite of
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